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ntroduction

fhen Gilbert and Sullivan first presented their operas
upon the Victorian stage, they opened tlpe way to a new era
in both literature and music* Living in an age of transition,
the author and composer were ideal representatives of the
changing period, for while they satirized existing conventions
of the day, they made no serious attempt to revolutionize the
society in which they lived, nor did they offer any tangible
suggestions 'r or improvement. Gilbert, the author, had no
message to preach, but merely ridiculed national idiosyncrasies
in a manner which caused his fellow Englishmen to accept the
criticism cheerfully, while Sullivan, the composer, much to
the satisfaction of contemporary music lovers, soon replaced
the strains of Offenbach so popular in the french operettas
rith ch rming melodies of which Jngland is still justly proud,
both loyal citizens of the country at m ich they laughed,
the two "true-born Englishmen" have gained wide fan© for the
operas which ^re familiarly known the world over c<,s "Gilbert
and Sullivan."
After studying the fourteen operas of the series and
other relative material, I have decided that since they
compose a unit by themselves quite apart from any other phase
of literature or music, I shall treat them as a unit in my
discussion and criticism, and to give the subject full treat-
ment, I have divided m* r material into three sections,
first of these sections, entitled "The Source", briefly

2includes the author’s personal and literary background, and
lphasizes the Ba"b Ballads, his first literary contributions
on wl ich t3 e greater p< rt of b3 e c r <s ar 1 ased.
Dealing directly with the operas themselves is a second
section, entitled ’’The Savoy Operas' 1
,
which is intended to
show the development of the series. This section treats the
satire and other outstanding characteristics of each opera
with specific references to the lyrics and dialogue, discusses
the plots, and offers comparisons and criticisms which are
based on ay reading. To give the section continuity I have
c ided biographical material which tells of the forming of the
opera company, shows the relationship of Gilbert and Sullivan
and how it affected their work, and mentions other pertinent
facts about the operas at the time of their production,
A- third section is entitled " Gilbert! sm"
,
a term which
biographer Miss Bdith Browne has designated as being
"descriptive of the conflict between the well-balanced mind
of a serious man and the exuberant spirit of his irapisl
counterpart," Dealing more specifically with Gilbert's style
of writing, the section attempts to si ow bl s anner in which
his treatment of men, vomen, and ideas reflects his person-
ality, and discusses the best characterizations, the most
important ideas contained in the operas, and the outstanding
points of similarity.
In conclusion, it is my plan to show what I consider to
1 3 i v ro me, .ho. Gilbert , John Lane , Lond on, 1907, p .88
..
*»
-a
Toe the reason for the lasting appeal of the Gilbert and
Sullivan operas, and their value to the English theater
and. to li t erature,
"Gilbert lias been approached, upon occasion, as a
iter of humorous verse and song lyrics, »• .but no successor
has possessed quite his peculiar combination of "ifts. As
a librettist, as a deviser of entertaining plots, able to
unfold them with unequal effectiveness and charm both in
prose and verse, he stands alone. There is only one
2
Gilbert.
"
Deems Taylor.
2 !,A Savoyard Chaplet", l/esleyan University Library,
Middletown, Connecticut, 1937, n.32.

The Source
.
4The older members of the staff of "Bun" who had attained
their successful positions through years of hard work were
resentful of the "brusque young man whose clever contributions
entitled "The Bah Ballads" had gained for him in three years
a position on the staff as well as great praise from the
readers of the magazine. Already he had Become a close friend
of the editor, Tom Hood, and had founded a circle of friends
known as "The Serious Bamily" in which Hood was "father" to
Tom Robertson, Artemus lard
,
Clement Scott, and other members
,
while the young man himself, William 3. Gilbert, was the
"enfant terrible" because of his humorous pranks and ready wit,
the latter his most outst nding characteristic. The fact that
he had had no literary background, to justify his unexpected
popularity in this field also ran". led many of his fellow
workers who felt that hard work was as deserving of success
as was spontaneous talent.
While Gilbert’s life previous to his turning to writing
was not a literary one, it had not been wholly uninteresting.
Born in London in 1336, he was the son of a retired naval
surgeon, lilliam Gilbert, who supposedly traced his ancestry
to Sir Humphrey Gilbert, the navigator. Of his childhood
young Gilbert remembered little with the exception of an
incident which occurred when he was but two years of age, and
3 Hesketh Pearson, Gilbert and Sull ivan , Harper and
Brothers, Hew York, 1935, (2nd edition)
,
p.28.
4 Isaac Goldberg, The Story of Gilbert and Sullivan, Simon
and Schuster, Hew York, 1928, p.ll.
!*
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which made a lasting impression on his memory. While visiting
in Naples with his family, Gilbert was kidnapped from Inis
nurse by brigands who informed the unsuspecting girl that tne
"English gentleman" had sent them for the baby,
restored to his distraught parents after they had paid a
substantial ransom, but he claimed Never to have forgotten the
incident and years later reproduced it in several of the
operas. He later attended Great Ealing School where he proved
to be a very brilliant but lazy student. Not popular with the
boys, Gilbert was even at an early age independent, sharp-
tongued, and somewhat aloof, and the manner in which he
directed and acted in the plays which he had written did not
add to his popularity.
After graduating from King’s College, he was about to
enter Oxford when the Crimean 'War broke out. The government
was in great need of officers, and Gilbert was one of the many
young men who prepared for the competitive examinations for a
commission. Unfortunately, at least from his viewpoint, the
war ended suddenly and the examinations were postponed. He
then received a position in the Education Department of the
Privy Council Office where he spent four most unhappy years.
"I was one of the worst bargains any government ever made,"
he jokingly confessed years later. His extra time in the
office was spent in writing quips and rhymes, and indulging in
sarcastic remarks which added to the discomfort of several of
the clerks. One of his favorite pastimes was working with the
*
and manymilitia of which he was an officer for twenty years,
of his experiences provided him with material for his future
writings
.
After resigning from the position in the Education
Department, Gilbert returned to college for his . .A. degree,
and then went into law. For four years he practiced, and
although he did not fare very well, he was always fond of the
profession. He waited for the chance to help "the victim of
a heartless wile", "but his first defense of a woman caused an
unprecedented sensation in the court. As soon as a decision
had "been reached convicting the prisoner, she stooped down and
flung a heavy hoot at Gilbert with a "torrent of invective" to
demonstrate her appreciation of his eloquence on her behalf.
Missing him, however, the boot hit a reporter on the head and
was thus responsible for the unfavorable comment which Gilbert
5
received in the morning paper. At another time a Frenchman
kissed him before the court in gratitude for his defense, and
there were other unfortunate incidents that often caused the
jury to be out of order while laughing at his unintentional^
amusing remarks. It was Y,rith a sense of disappointment that he
realized his failure at the Bar, and for what he always
insisted was a financial reason, he turned to writing, much to
his great advantage.
If Gilbert inherited his literary talent it was from his
5 Sidney Dark and Rowland Grey, 77.5 . Gilbert; His Life and
Letters , Doran Company, Hew York, 1923, p.6.
z
7father, although it was not until after the publication of the
first Bah Ballad that the elder Gilbert displayed an interest
in writing by having published several three-volume novels
which enjo 3^ed temporary popularity. "I think the little
success which had attended my humble efforts certainly
influenced my father," Gilbert later told a biographer. "You
see, my father never had an exaggerated idea, of my abilities*
he thought if I could write, anybody could, and forthwith he
6
began to do so." The Ballads, which contained many seeds for
the future Savoy operas, gained immediate attention from the
headers of "Bun", and Gilbert continued to turn them out in
mass production much to the envy and later admiration of the
other staff members. Witty, whimsical, sentimental, and
invective, the Bab Ballads covered a great range of material
and showed that the author was happiest in Topsy-turveydom
where:
Vice is virtue- virtue vice:
Bice is nasty- nasty, nice:
Where right is wrong and wrong is right.
Where white is black and black is white.
Many of the characters for the Savoy operas were born on the
pages of "Bun". One of the first, for Gilbert early displayed
a love for the sea, was Captain Reece, commander of the
Mantelpiece, who did all in his power to amuse his crew. He
is somewhat similar to Captain Corcoran of the Pinafore,
although he is more considerate of his crew’s wishes.
6 Edith Browne, W.S. Gilbert , John Lane, London, 1907, p.9.
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If they were ever dull or sad,
Their Captain danced to them like mad,
Or told to make the time pass hy
Droll legends of his infancy.
On all the very sultry days,
Creamed ices handed round on trays.
The female relations later transferred to Sir Joseph Dorter
also make their first appearance as Reece, obeying the every
whim of his men, commands mass marriage for alls
The sisters, cousins, aunts, and niece,
And widowed ma of Captain Reece,
Attended there as they were hid}
It was their duty and they did.
Rot unusual in the Ballads are babies who study calculus
early in life and die as dotards at the age of five. Kings
of cannibal isles, vain girls who, for instance, send their
lovers on a world-wide search to find out who puts the mottoes
in paper crackers, were also favorite subjects. Pale young
curates besieged by lady admirers became the forerunners of
Buntborne and Grosvenor; the fairy curate, the son of a fairy
and a mortal attorney, resembled Strephon in "Iolanthe"
,
while "The Babjr's Vengeance" had the same bab3/ mix-up as
"H.M. 3 . Pinafore" and "The Gondoliers". One of the most
amusing and exemplary of the Ballads was about Archibald
Mclloy, a good bo3^ who suffered a violent change of tempera-
ment because of his desire to be a clowns
Some dreadful power unseen, but near,
Still urged him on his mid career,
And made him burn, and steal, and kill,
Against his gentlemanly will.
The change had really turned his brain}
He boiled his little sister Jane}
*z
~
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Pie painted "blue his aged mother
}
Sat down upon his little brother}
Tripped up bis cousins with his hoop}
Iut pussy in his father’s soup;
Placed beetles in his uncle’s shoe}
Cut a policeman right in two}
Spread devastation round, -and ah,
Pie red-hot pokered his papal
The opinion Pias been ventured that this ballad illustrates a
sadistic revenge of the author’s unconscious mind against
restraint. It is much more enjoyable, however, to attribute
it to his conscious and nimble wit. There were ballads that
did reveal perhaps more of his inner self than he realized, and
they show a more sensitive side of his nature, as, for example,
"Only A Dancing Girl":
Ho airy fairy she,
As she hangs in arsenic green,
From a highly impossible tree,
In a highly impossible scene,
(Herself not over clean.)
For fays don’t suffer, I’m told.
From bunions, coughs, or cold.
And. stately dames that bring
Their daughters there to see,
Pronounce the "dancing thing"
Ho better than she should be.
And, in sooth, it oft occurs
That while these matrons sigh,
Their dresses are lower than hers
And sometimes half as high.
But change her gold and green
For a coarse merino gown,
And see her upon the scene
Of her home when coaxing down
Pier drunken father's frown,
In his squalid cheerless den:
She’s a fairy truly, then!
<!
O
i
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During the days on "Dun" Gilbert also served as a drama
and art critic, a job in which he displayed none of the
satire later attributed to him, but praised and admired
favorite plays of the day, especially those of Tom Robertson*
But it was the Bab Ballads that lived. Supplemented with
clever cartoons, also of Gilbert’s creation, they have been
published in separate collections and have a small place of
their own in English literature because of their originality,
charm , and fr eshne s s
.
Gilbert first became acquainted with the stage in 1866
when he was ashed to write a play for the St. James Theatre
annual Christmas entertainment
. In eight days he presented
his manuscript, "Dulcamara," a play on the Elixir of Love,
and it ran for five months. Stimulated by his first success,
he resigned his journalistic position and devoted himself to
writing for the stage. There was no evidence of genius in his
early works; they merely followed the familiar pattern of
sentimental comedies, farces, and burlesques. Exaggeration
was popular in entertainment
,
as was an over-use of puns, and
a general atmosphere of pure slapstick comedy. Gilbert
complied with the public’s request, but he was not at his best.
Kis prose was stagejr and unnatural for the barrister in his
nature had not been entirely eradicated.
There seems to have been always a conflict within Gilbert
between his intelligence, which caused him to be aware of the
prevailing hypocrisy of the age, and his temperament which
?«
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would not allow him to dejjart from it. This internal confusion
was revealed in his plays which varied from the hackneyed
burlesques, sometimes outrageously satiric, bo the sentimental
comedies. Whenever he varied from the comic, the public
refused to take him seriously, however, and their laughter
at his attempts to express his deeper emotions hurt his
sensitive nature. Keen and impatient, he fared better when he
ridiculed the world than when he came out of his shell of
cynicism to become a part of it. There are reports of many
disagreements at rehearsals because of his almost abnormal
sensitivity to criticism. If his advice were ignored or an
actor dared to venture a contrary opinion, the cast was always
prepared for an explosion of temper. His revenge was made
apparent in peculiar ways- he had been known to dismiss an
offending actor and take the part himself, or to carry on a
loud and animated conversation with friends in the pit to
7
disconcert the particular actor at whom he was angry. He put
his best work into the plays and expected the same from the
actors
•
One of his most clever burlesques was entitled "Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern" in which he parodied Shakespeare’s "Hamlet."
In his version Gilbert treats the characters in a slightly
different manner. King Claudius, about to kill his philoso-
phizing stepson, agrees to Ophelia’s plan to send him to
England, and he remarks:
7 Pearson, Gilbert and Sullivan, p.43.
1» •»
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"Well, we 1 re dull dogs in Denmark. It may "be
That we’ve misjudged him. If such a race there he
(There may he- I am not a well-read man)
They’re welcome to his philosophic brain-
So, Hamlet, get thee gone, and don’t come had: againj''
Gilbert finally comes to the conclusion that:
Hamlet is idiotically sane
With lucid intervals of lunacy.
The one play to reveal his code of ethics was "Charity," which
deals with the problem of the woman who has forfeited her
position in society and spends the remainder of her life in
atone aent. Mrs. Van Brugh, posing as a widow, personifies the
spirit of broadminded charity, and Gilbert, who admits that he
is an honest man because he has had no temptation to be other-
wise, plainly champions her side. By way of contrast, he has
included Bred, Smarley to disagree when the good woman puts a
Dissenter into an almshouse where already she has a Roman
Catholic and a Jew.
Bred . - But my dear Mrs. Van Brugh, you mean well, I’m
sure- but a Jew, a Catholic, and a Dissenter I Is there no
such thing as a starving Churchman to be found?
Mrs. V.B .- There are but too many starving men of all
denominations, but while I’m hunting out the Churchmen* the
Jew, the Catholic, and the Dissenter will perish, and that
would never do, would it?
Bred .- That is the Christianity of Impulse. I would feed
him that belonged to my own church, and if he did not belong
to it, I would not feed him at all,
Mrs . V.B. - That is the Christianity of Religious Politics.
As to these poor people, they wi 11 shake down ana agree very
well in time. Nothing is so conducive to toleration as the
knowledge that one’s bread depends upon it.
When the occupants of the almshouses learn of their
<
13
"benefactor’s past, however, they would rather worh for a living
than accept her charity. The pointed satire would "be not out
of place today, "but at the time, hr s . Grundy did not approve,
and Gilbert received another "blow to his pride as the play
was denounced as "being highly immoral for sympathizing with
the fallen woman#
Almost constantly in production, Gilbert began to replace
the chea-p wit of the period with a more substantial humor# His
later works displa2^ed a polish not apparent in the earlier
attempts, and an air of refinement was noticeable# Rather than
dealing with the customary play on words
,
he emphasized the
situation thus giving the work greater unity. lie realized
the importance of fitting the roles to specific actors, a
policy which he put into play at the Savoy Theatre. The most
successful of his works were his short comic operas, and he
best displayed his talent at satire, magic, and in his own
particular Topsy-turveydom. Although he preferred the more
serious work himself, the public would not allow him to
dispense with the jester's cap, and they expected comedy,
jovial songs, jests, and merry, rollicking rhymes from the
gruff, serious, little man whose appearance suggested anything
but a sense of humor. Gibber's success in the field of comic
opera was not due wholly to his writing, however, but in great
part to the music of Sir Arthur Sullivan, in whose partnership
Gilbert spent the most prolific period of his literary career#

The Savoy Operas

The meeting; that was to lead to one of the most famous
collaborations in theatrical history occurred one March day
in 1870 at the old Gal' ^ry of Illustration on Regent Street
when Ered Clay introduced to William S. Gilbert, for whom he
had composed the music to several operettas, one of the voung
musicians at the theater who had expressed a desire to meet tha
author, Arthur Sullivan. Having; been studying an article
on music in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Gilbert greeted
him with, "I’m very glad to have the pleasure of meeting
you, Mr. Sullivan, for you will be able to decide a question
which has just arisen between mv friend Ered Clay and myself.
I maintain that if a composer has a musical theme to express,
he can express it as perfectly upon the simple tetrachord
of Mercury, in which fas t need not tell you) there are no
diatonic intervals at all, as upon the much more complicated
dispiapason (with four t e^rachords and the redundant note)
which, embraces in its perfect consonance all the simple,
double, and inverted chords."
Impressed, Sullivan promised to think it over. "He
must have thought it over for about thirty years," chuckled
Gilbert some time later, "for I never received an answer to
Q
the question’,'
The first result of the meeting was an original opera
in two acts, "Thespis, or The Gods Grown Old", which was
8 Goldberg, The Story of Gilbert and Sullivan
. . 5.
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produced at the Gaiety Theatre on December 23, 1871. Gilbert
had attempted to get away from the popular burlesque, but in
doing so, experienced only failure for the audience expected
the usual slapstick comedy and expressed their disapproval if
it were not forthcoming. Despite the fact that '’Thespis'* was
not a success, it contained many qualities which ’lu-fcT’ came t.«
characterize the works of Gilbert and Sullivan. The story was
a simple fairy tale, a forerunner of the type v/hich Gilbert was
to make famous, concerning agew deities ^n Mt. Olympus who,
tired of their duties, have gratefully relinquished them to a
group of strolling players in exchange for a veer of freedom en
At +v“ end of the allotted time, however, both gods and
Thespians are glad to return to their own ways of life.
In this first opera Gilbert displays an early talent for
handling clever metrical arrangements as in the song of Mercury,
srbo, one suspects, is e pos^i "3 ancestor of -Pah.
Oh, I’m the celestial drudge,
From morning to night I must stop at it,
On errands all day I must trudge,
And T stick to my work till T drop at it!
Tn summer T get up at one
#As a good-natured donkey T ’m ranked for it),
Then T go and T light up the Run,
And Fhoebus Apollo gets thanked for it!
Well, well, it’s the v/av of the world,
and will be through all its futurity;
Though noodles are baroned. and earled,
There’s nothing for clever obscurity.
In the last four lines there is a trace of the Gilbertian
satire which was later to play an important part in the operas.
Jupiter, rnhespis, and their companions are all stock types
t 5
.
0 u
and show no realistic development of c] icter. Jill
careful to "be consistent when he attributed a certain quality
to a character, however, and frequently repeated it for
sis. fith a delicate touch of satire he has dr
e les ler of the actors, who is a ’i icin : ?al con-
flicting emotions of a good-natured man elevated to a high
position. ’’It's very hard," he tells the actors. "As a man.
I am naturally of an easy disposition. As a manager, I am
compelled to hold myself aloof, that my influence may not he
deteriorated. As a man, I am i Lned to fraternize with the
pauper- as a manager, I am compelled to w .lk about like this:
i’t 7 ow yahj Don't k ow ya] I Don't know yahl ' : Unfortu-
nately, however, his good disposition triumphs while he is
ruling Olympus and he allows the
their governing, as for example,
to yield nothing hut ginger beer
actors to make experiments in
permitting the grapes on eartl
because Tips eon, who is rulin'
in place of Bacchus, has taken the pledge, for such a mis-
demeanor, Jupiter places a curse on the actors by making them
"eminent tragedians whom no one ever, ever goes to see."
Perhaps this was a thrust at the audiences who never appreci-
ated Gilbert's more serious work, but the first attempt at
co aedy by the new partners was also soon forgotten.
It was not until three years later that Gilbert and
Sullivan again collaborated. ’"'ailing back upon his legal
training, Gilbert had written a merry little satire entitled
"Trial by Jury" for an edition of "fun." fewr.iting it to make

17
it suitable for opera, he took it to Sullivan to have it set to
music. Although there was little plot, the outstanding lyrics
caused the piece to he an immediate hit at the opening per-
formance at the ‘Royalty Theatre on March 25, 1875. A satire
on the English law courts, it was presented merely as a filler-
in hut met with such success that it ran for a year. The music,
too, was satirical with its burlesque of Italian grand opera,
and soon theater-goers were humming the popular tunes. Both
author and composer seemed to have found themselves, and as
they worked together in perfect harmony, "Gilbert and Sullivan"
became a trade name in comic opera.
The scene for l,rnrial By Jury" is laid in the familiar
court of Justice where a breach of promise suit is being tried.
The appearance of the Judge marks the beginning of the popular
autobiographical songs as that gentleman sings:
When T
,
good, friends, was called to the bar,
I’d an appetite fresh and hearty,
But I was, as many young barristers are,
An impecunious party.
I’d s. swallow-tail coat of a beautiful blue-
A brief which I bought of a booby
-
A couple of shirts and a collar o- two,
And. a ring that looked like a ruby!
But I soon got tired of third-class journeys,
And dinners of bread and water;
So I fell in love with a rich attorney’s
Elderly, ugly daughter.
The rich attorney, he jumped with joy,
Ana replied to my fond professions:
"iou shall re°p the rewards of your pluck, my boy
At the Bailey and Middlesex Sessions..."
*. ...
-
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At length I became as rich as Gurneys-
An incubus then I thought her,
So T threw ^ver that rich attorney’s
Elderly, ugly daughter.
The rich attorney my character high
Tried vainly to disparage-
And now, if you please, T 'm ready to try
This Breach of Promise of Marriage!
Although the .jurors emphasize "from bias free of ev ;ry hind
this trial must = tried, " they are quickly charmed by the
feminity of Angela and the bridesmaids, and have sympathy
only the weeping maiden even when Edwin honestly admits
that he is merely obeying the laws of nature in changing his
affections. The case is solved when the Judge, "and a ^nod
judge too," offers to marry Angela himself.
"Trial By Jury", one of the shortest of Gilbert’s
librettos, was the only one of the series that contained no
spoken dialogue. Eor the first time the chorus, which was
later to become an integral part of the operas, made its
appearance, composed of bridesmaids and .jurymen who echoed
the last lines as the curtain rang down. Gilbert made no
attempt at characterization, and the main appeal of the
opera was in its lyrics and the way in which they blended
with the music. The satire was light and smiusing with no
trace of bitterness, and while the situation itself was
impossible as far as the logic of the matter was concerned,
the setting with the jurymen attired in their black robes
presented a sham contrast to the absurdity of the characters.
The manager of the 'Royalty Theatre, Richard D’Oyly Carte,
X?
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recogniz^'7 the possibilities of Gilbert and Sullivan and
immediately commissioned them to write a two-act opera for
the newly formed Comedy Opera of which he was the director.
As is often the case in the theatrical world, however, Carte
was not financially able to produce at his own expense, and
it was necessary for him to find backers for the partnership.
Because of this delay, it was not until November 17, 1877?
that Gilbert and Sullivan produced their next opera, "The
Sorcerer", at the Opera -Comique . It is worthwhile to mention
that at this time two new members of the cast joined the company
on a permanent basis, and soon were to become the leading actors
of the series. George Grossmith, an entertainer in small social
circles, after dispelling the idea that a stage career would
terminate his performances at the Y.M.C.A., decided to remain
with the company as the forerunner of Ko-Ko, King Gama, the
Lord Chancellor, and many others. Rutland Barrington, the
other newcomer to the stage, was to become famous in the roles
of Captain Corcoran and Pooh-Bah. In his record he tells of the
spirit that prevailed in the little company. "The great initial
idea was that every soul and everything connected with the ven-
ture should be British. It was to be a home of English talent
and so strong was this feeling that two choristers, whose names
were never likely to appear on the programme, renounced their
Italian titles and became Englishmen for the express purpose
of being associated with such an enterprise... This sentiment
inspired us v/ith a kind of patriotic glow combined with a

odetermination to show other nations what we could do.”
"The Sorcerer" was not based on a new idea but was merely
a dramatic adaptation of an earlier story of Gilbert’s, "The
Elixir of Love." Sorcery and witchcraft were always among
his favorite subjects and can be found in many of the Bab
Ballads. The opera is concerned with a young man’s desire
for universal love. Alexis Pointdextre, happy in his love
for Aline Sangazure, employs the help of a sorcerer tp mix
a love philtre in order that the whole village may experience
rapture. The philtre, which causes everyone to become
enamoured of the first person he meets, does not have the
desired result, however, as Aline, recovering from its
effects, falls horelesslv in lov^ with Dr. Daly, the curate.
Lady Sangazure, her aged mother, involuntarily transfers her
affections to the sorcerer himself, and that gentleman’s
unwillingness to accept her is highly amusing.
Mr. W.- Hate me! I drop my K’s- have through life!
Ladv S.- Love me! I’ll dron them tool
Mr. W.- Hate me! I always eat neas with a knife!
Lady S . - Love me! I’ll e t '..ike vou!
Mr. ,J . - At w^at I am going to sav be not enraged
~
T may not love vou- for I am engaged!
Before the village will be free of the philtre, it is necessary
that a human sacrifice be made, a position for which Mr. Wells,
9 Rutland Barrington, A Record of 55 Years* Experience on th e
Stage
; By Himself ( Preface by W. S. Gilbert), Richards, London,
1908, pp. 23 - 28.
(%
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the sorcerer, is unanimously elected. As the reluctant victim
is enveloped in red flame, the curtain closes on the happily
reunited lovers.
The plot itself was thin, a fact which Gilbert was willing
to admit, but the opera as a whole contained many surightly
lyrics and humorous incidents which overshadowed the faults.
In the autobiographical song Gilbert hurled a staggering
collection of four syllable words at the audience which met
with applause. "My name is John Wellington Wells, I fm a dealer
in magic and spells," sings the little man as he goes on to
explain his business:
Then, if vo" nl«-n it, he
Changes oyganity,
With an urbanity,
Full of Satanit
,
Vexes humanity
With an inanitv
Fatal to vanity
-
Driving your foes to the verge of insanity!
Popular also was Dr. Dalv’s song of his vouth:
Time was when maidens of the noblest- station,
Forsaking even military men.
Would gaze unon me, wrapped in adoration.
Ah me! I was a pale voung curate then.
The "pale voung curate" was another of Gilbert’s favorite
subjects for ridicule, a fact which caused him some trouble a
few veers later when Lewis Carroll, exemplary of those who did
not think the cvnical Mr. Gilbert’s ideas were worthy of being
set to music, wrote in an article to "The Theatre", "Mr.
Gilbert seems to have a craze for making bishops and clergy-
men contemptible... That clever song, "The Pale Young Curate",
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with its charming music, is, to me, simply painful • I seem to
see him as he goes home at night, pale and worn with the day's
work,...he has keen comforting a dying man- and is your sense
10
of humor so keen, my rea sr
,
that you can laugh at that man?"
In viewing the Gilbert and Sullivan operas as a unit, it
appears that "The Sorcerer" established a formula, that was used
successfully in many of the operas which folio ed. As well as
/
the youthful lovers, an elderly couple not too far advanced in
years to he united by Gilbert’s pen appear for the first time.
Aline and Alexis, who, with a modern straightforwardness, greet
each other with, "Oh, my adored one," in public, are contrasted
to their more staid parents, Lady Sangazure and Sir Larmaduke
,
who, although madly in love for many years, are much too
refined to admit it, and resort to "I'm your servant most
attentive to command" when they are inwardly "wild with ador-
ation, mad with fascination*? lady Sangazure also may have beer
the forerunner of the elderly lovelorn lady whom Gilbert later
created with such acrimony, although in this case, she pursued
Mr. Tells only when under the influence of the philtre,
chorus was now a firmly established part or the operas, and one
might expect to meet as well a. vicar, major-general, or other
type of middle-aged man of important position.
"The Sorcerer" ran for one hundred and seventy-five
performances, and when it ended Gilbert was ready with the
scenario of "E.L.S. Pinafore". In a letter to Sullivan on
lOGoldberg, The Story of Gilbert an-1 Sullivan
,
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December 27, 1877, he outlined the plan for the new opera, and
suggested the use of the newly appointed First Lord of the
Admiralty, W. H. Smith, as a model for Sir Joseph Porter.
"The fact that the First Lord in the opera is a radical of
the most pronounced type will do away with any suspicion that
n
W. H. Smith is intended..*?:' he wrote Sullivan. It is interest-
ing to note that although Gilbert insisted on his own methods
at rehearsals, he was always willing to defer to the opinion
of Sullivan and was anxious to please him. New to the group
for the production of "Pinafore" was Miss Jessie Bond who was
also destined to remain as a regular member of the company.
George Grossmith and Rutland Barrington were cast as Sir
Joseph Porter and Captain Corcoran respectively, and Gilbert
had learned how to handle the two men whose personalities
differed so greatly. Barrington, calm and placid, depended
entirely upon his own conception of a part, while the highly
strung Grossmith needed coaching and encouragement for each
performance. In general, Gilbert preferred the latter type
of actor because he liked to mould the players to the parts;
everyone was subordinate to the work at hand, and each in-
flection of the voice had to be perfect. Gilbert became
known in the profession as a strict, untiring director and
few dared to oppose his commands.
On May 25, 1878, "H.M.S. Pinafore” was presented to a
capacity audience at the Opera -Comique . Its plot could be
Dark and Grey, W.S. Gilbert; His Life and Letters, p. 76
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easily traced to the Bab Ballads; Captain Reece of "The
Mantelpiece", the Bumboat Woman, Joe GoLightly, the sailor
who fell in love with the daughter of the First Lord, all
had their places on the Pinafore. The opera was a burlesque
of a popular hearty nautical drama of the day, and satirized
a certain type of platitudinous patriotism, as well as Mr.
-L*->
Smith, who had become known as "Pinafore" Smith. For the
setting, Gilbert had studied with care the details of ships
anchored at Portsmouth, and the good ship Pinafore was not
offending to the most experienced nautical eye.
The story is one familiar to almost every theater-goer.
The underlying theme that love levels all ranks (but one must
not think for a moment that Gilbert believed this) is brought
out when Ralph Rackstraw, an able-bodied seaman, falls in love
with the Captain’s daughter, Josephine. Although she secretly
feels a similar affection for Ralph, Josephine realizes that
her duty lies in marrying Sir Joseph Porter, K.C.B., and with
a dignity that would rnaxe her father proud, she bids the
"audacious tar" to leave her.
Sir Joseph, in the meantime, is enjoying an attentive
audience on the Pinafore as he tells the crew his life story:
When X was a lad I served a term
As office bov to an Attorney’s firm.
I cleaned the windows and I swept the floor.
And I polished up the handle of the big front door.
I polished up the handle so carefullee
That now I am the Ruler of the Queen’s RaveeJ
12 Dark and Grey, n.75.
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Of legal knowledge I acquired such a grip
That they took me into the partnership.
And that junior partnership, I ween.
Was the only ship that I had ever seen.
But that kind of ship so suited me.
That now I am the Ruler of the Queen* s Bavee*
I grew so rich that I was sent
By a pocket borough into I&rliament
I always voted at my party’s call.
And I never thought of thinking for myself at all.
I thought so little, they rewarded me
By making me the Ruler of the Queen* s Baveel
And he concludes by adding:
Stick close to your desks and never go to sea.
And you all may be Rulers of the Queen’s Navee!
After this inspiring tale, he makes it clear to the crew that
they are on equal terms with any man, excepting himself, and
goes to Josephine to further promote his ideas of equality.
Taking his advice literally -that love levels all ranks- she
flees to Ralph, however, and leaves her father to console the
irate Sir Joseph.
The young lovers have not gotten far when their elopement
is hindered by Captain Corcoran, who has been notified by the
villainous Dick Deadeye. Although the polite Captain never
uses **a big, big D", he neglects to use the language expected
of him in reprimanding Ralph and condemns the luckless sailor
to irons. The situation is suddenly reversed, however, when
Little Buttercup, who has been lurking about the Pinafore for
several hours in the hope of winning the Captain’s affection,
reveals that before her career as a Bumboat woman, she used to
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take care of babies, and at one time in her charge were two,
"one of low condition, the other a patrician", whom she mixed
up in their cradles. The babies, of course, were Ralph and the
Captain, a fact which causes a bit of consternation on the
Pinafore as the two change places. This proves to be too much
for Sir Joseph to bear and he happily relinquishes Josephine
to Ralph, for love doesn’t level the ranks to such an extent
that a man of his position may marry a sailor's daughter.
His cousin Hebe, foremost of his female relations, is only
too glad to comfort him, and the Captain, in turn, consoles
himself with Buttercup.
The opera was to become one of the favorites of the
Gilbert and Sullivan series. There was a ring to the ballads
and a lilt to the words that later caused "H.M.S. Pinafore" to
be the most popular show on two continents. The opening chorus,
"We Sail The Ocean Blue", sets the scene with a spontaneity
that prevails throughout the whole piece. As a contrast to
the rollicking sea chanteys, Gilbert injects a touch of the
sentimental in Josephine’s ballad:
Sorry her lot who loves too well.
Heavy the heart that hopes but vainly
,
Sad are the sighs that own the spell,
Uttered by eyes that speak too plainly;
Heavy the sorrow that bows the head
When love is alive and hope is dead.'
That Gilbert could revert from the ridiculous to the sublime
with no apparent effort is admirable, and it shows that he
possessed a keen understanding of more than the comic in life.
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One of the most interesting lyrics of the opera was the gaily'
satiric patriotic gesture, "The True-Born Englishman,"
For he himself has said it,
And it * s greatly to his credit,
That he is an Englishman,*
For he might hay e been a Roosian,
A French, or Turk, or Proosian,
Or perhaps Ital-ian!
But in spite of all temptations
To belong to other nations.
He remains an Englishman l
Without analysis one might fail to hear the jester *s bells I
There was probably not a more patriotic man than Gilbert, and
there was probably no other at that time who would so openly
ridicule something in which he himself believed.
There was more originality to "Pinafore" than to the
previous productions, for the idea was solely Gilbert's and was
not dependent on an older theme. There was more emphasis on
the characters, and a sharper sting to the satire which
Sullivan *s music somewhat tactfully blunted. Seemingly more
aware than ever of human weaknesses, Gilbert did not hesitate
to reveal them. The character of Dick Deadeye is an interest-
ing example of this fact. Although of an unpleasant counte-
nance from which all members of the crew recoil, Dick further
adds to his unpopularity by never failing to speak the truth at
an ill-timed moment, a veritable villain indeed. "When people
have to obey other people's orders, equality's out of the
quest ion/ he reminds the crew as they discuss the social
position of a British seaman.
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All (recoilin'"): "Horrible! forcible ; "
Again -e note the presence q:p t- e jester, perhaps with a
lance in his hand.
In Ungland "Pinafore" did not meet with immediate success,
as one right expect. "In the story itself there is not much of
humour to "balance its studied absurdity," read one review,
"...a frothy production, destined soon to subside into nothing-
ness, 11 Had it not been for the fact that in America the opera
v
'as Bnjoying great success with some forty-two companies »
putting on illegitimate performances, the company might have
closed in despair. As it was, lilbert . ' Sullivan decided
that while the Opera-Comique was undergoing repairs they would
visit America where they met with an overwhelming reception,
and strains of "that infernal nonsense Pinafore" Could be
heard on hand organs and at society gatherings all over the
country. Since t 1n ere were no copyright laws, new companies
came into existence almost daily, "It has been our purpose to
present something that should be innocent but not imbecile," 14
remarked Gilbert as there seemed to he no end to the deliberate
pirating. It was suggested to him t] at he rite an American
version o^ "Pinafore," but after composing’ the following verse,
he realized that such an act might seriousl Tr injure inter-
national relations:
13 Dark and Grey, p.73.
14 Pearson, Gi lb ert and Su 1 1
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He is Ameri-can!
Though he himself has said it,
’ Tis not much to his credit,
That he is Ameri-can
I
Tor he might have "been a Dutchman,
An Irish, Scotch, or sue] man,
Or perhaps an Englishman
I
But in spite of hanky-panky
He remains a true-horn Yankee,
A cute Ameri-can
I
While on tour Gilbert finished, the lyrics lor 11 The Pirates
of Penzance," and Sullivan started to work hastily at the music
in order that it might he produced while they were in Hew York.
i are of tl e fact thi t * new operc was unde ’way, tl pirates
went to all lengths to obtain the scores which Gilbert and
Llivan found necessary to lock up. At the first performances
musicians sat in the audience with pencils and paper copyin
as T'est they could, but the public, having "irst heard the
authentic version, were not content with anything inferior.
The opera was not as well receive'’ in England
,
however, where
It Gilbert’s subtle jibes were carried too far.
Then the Pirate Ting, for example, in answering the charge
o‘p the Police says;
"Ye yield at once with humbled mien,
Because, with all our faults, we ove our jueen,"
it may have been merely a Gilbertian apology. But when
Major-General Stanley, learning that the pirates are
noblemen ^one wrong, answers in a similar tone;
"Ho Englishman unmoved that statement hears,
Because, with all our faults, we love our
‘louse of Peers I"
the author’s sincerity was sincerely doubted

The return of Gilbert and Sullivan to England narked the
beginning of tl itners] ip of the < ut or, cp] oser, and
manager
,
for it was L’Oyly Carte alone o produced the ner ;r
opera. There was more of Topsy-turveydom in ""lie Pirates of
Penzance" than there h'.ad been in "Pinafore, " Iff ough there
e many other similarities between the two. Maj or-C
Stanley and his daughters take the place of Sir .Joseph- Porter
and his female relations', while Puth, the forty-seven y old
pirate maid of all work
,
like Little Buttercup, holds the
secret upon hie the action hinges. In place of the naval
crew are the pirates .'id policeman. Th e central idea,
involvi i baby mix-up ,' is also similar, and it would seem
that this plan was suggested to Gilbert by his own kidnapping
hen a eng id at ‘I pies.
The opera is a burlesque of melodrama with pirates in the
leading roles, pirates whose hind hearts prevent them from
hilling orphans. "And do "on lean to say thc*t you would
deliberately rob me of these, the sole remaining props of
my old age, and. leave me to go through the remainder of my
life unfriended
,
unprotected
,
and alone?" " aj or- '-enema!
Stanley asks the pirates who have proposed to marry his
daughters
•
"Oh, clash it all!" these tender hearted ruffians exclaim.
"Cur hearts we cannot steel am ins the sad, sad tale of the
lonely orphan boy!"
In the second act Gilbert .pokes fun at the newly rich as
i(
Major-General Stanley sits in the ruins of an old chapel
bemoani ng hi s fate,
Gen,-.., I come here to humble myself before the tombs
of my ancestors, and to implore their pardon for having brought
dishonor on the family escutcheon,
href,- But you forget, sir, you only bought the property
year ago, and the stucco in your baronial hall is scarcely dry
Gen,- Frederic, in this chapel are my ancestors: you
cannot den:/ that. With the estate, I bought the chapel and
its contents. I don’t know whose ancestors they mere
,
but I
know whose ancestors they are
,
and I shudder to think that
their descendent by purchase (if I may so describe myself)
should have brought disgrace upon what, I have no doubt, was
an unstained escutcheon.
The story concerns young Frederic
,
who, approaching his
twenty-first birthday, is to be freed from his apprenticeship
to the pirates. Although he has grown very fond of his fellow
companions through the years of association, it is his duty as
an honest civilian to see that they are brought to justice.
They understand, of course, that this act is necessary (all
Gilbert’s characters have a strong sense of duty), but the
King rejects Frederic’s offer to return with him to civil-
ization. "It cannot be," he says. "I don’t think much of
our profession, but, contrasted' with respectability, it is
comparatively honest!"
In love with Frederic is his former nurse and now
Pirate maid of all work, Ruth, who is the only woman he has
ever seen. When he remarks that a lad of twenty-one usually
looks for a wife of seventeen, she exclaims, "A wife of
seventeen! You will find me wife of a thousand!"
o
"No ,’-1 answers the candid Frederic, "hut I shall find you
a wife of forty-seven, and that is quite enough.
‘
He learns later, however, that Ruth has deceived him about
women when he happens upon the daughters of liaj or- General
Stanley, ilever one to procrastinate, Frederic begs one of
the girls to marry him, and the plainest of them, I,label,
willingly agrees thinking it her "duty" to help the lonely
lad. "Then the pirates join the group, they find the idea of
marriage quite appealing until they meet the prospective
father-in-law, Haj or- General Stanley himself
,
Summoned to the aid of the General and his daughters
are the police who enter in somewhat reluctant pursuit of
the pirates.
"Forward on the foei" they shout.
"Yes, but you don’t go," the General reminds them.
"We go, we go I Yes, forward on the foei"
"Yes, but you don’t goi"
As his time of freedom approaches, Frederic, who is
preparing to join his Mabel, is suddenly informed by Ruth
and the Pirate King that as he was born in a leap-year and,
consequently, has had only five birthdays, it is his duty to
remain with them until his twenty-first birthday as was agreed
upon many years ago when Ruth apprenticed her young charge to
a pirate instead of to a pilot as she had intended. Alohougli
the news does not please him, Frederic realizes his duty and
immediately hastens to perform it by revealing to the pirates
r
,
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the insincerity of Major-General Stanley's pose as an orphan
and his plot to have the police capture them.
A livel 2r skirmish folio - 's in which the pirates quickly
overcome the police, hut the former yield, however, when they
learn that these men of the law charge them in C^ueen Victoria’s
name. Ruth then reveals that they are all nohlemen gone wrong,
a fact which causes the Major-General to gladly bestow upon
them his willing daughters much to everyone's great joy.
The earlier criticism of the opera was soon forgotten
when more and more people became acquainted with the lyrics.
”1 am the very model of a modern Major-General" became one
of the most popular patter songs of the series, while "Come,
Friends, Who Plough The Sea" supplied the music for what was
later to become an American folk-song, "Hail, Hail, The Gang’s
All Here •" One of the most amusing songs from the opera is a
pleasantry at the expense of the police, another of Gilbert's
favorite subjects in the Bab Ballads. If one were not better
acquainted with his type of humor, "The Policeman's Lot is not
A Plappy One" might well sound like a plea for social reform:
When the enterprising burglar's not a-burgling-
Vhen the cut-throat isn’t occupied in crime-
He loves to hear the little brook a-gurgling-
And listen to the merry village chirae-
Y/hen the coster's finished jumping on his mother-
lie loves to lie a-basking in the sun-
Ah, take one consideration with the other
The policeman's lot is not a happy one]
The burlesque of serious nineteenth century poses
Represented by the comic gestures of the Pirate King went over
well with the audience, as did Gilbert's satire of habits and
*
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personal traits common to everyone* The characters were never
individuals; they were merely combinations of types in which
probably every member of the audience could recognize a
characteristic of his own.
Well aware of the growing popularity of Gilbert and
Sullivan, D’Oyle Carte realized that it was time to arrange
for a permanent home for the operas as the accommodations at
the 0p4ra-Comique were very limited. Construction was started
on the new Savoy Theatre, the first London playhouse to have
electricity, and it was here that the first long waiting lines
for reserved seats came into being. ^Of adequate size for both
the audience and the production, the Savoy opened on October 10,
1881, with a new offering by the renowned author and composer
entitled "Patience." It was the beginning of an important
period of comic opera, and for nearly ten years the works of
Gilbert and Sullivan, with few exceptions, were presented
nightly. To all outside appearances
,
it was an excellent
opportunity for harmonious production, but unfortunately
,
such was not the case. There was an apparent sense of
discord between the two partners, marked by a growing
reserve on the part of Sullivan, and a good-natured but
constant raillery on the part of Gilbert. It was rumored
that Gilbert, having no knowledge of music, was resentful
of the success with which Sullivan's contributions to the
opera had met. The elder of the two, Gilbert was also the
15 Pearson, Gilbert and Sullivan
, p.127
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predominant partner and he had exercized a great deal of
influence on the admiring hut dependent Sullivan. He was
responsible for inspiring Sullivan to write the lighter type
of music which otherwise the composer was not likely to have
expressed. Realizing this fact, Sullivan may have been
unconsciously resentful of his witty but somewhat tactless
partner whose idle chaffing in public caused Sullivan to
Withdraw# It is hard to realize that Gilbert was intentional
in his remarks, however, for it is evident in all the
correspondence that passed between the two men, that it was
he who readily deferred to the opinion of Sullivan, and he was
always willing to change a score to suit the music. '.Then
Sullivan, who had been knighted recently after the production
of "The Pirates of Penzance", desired a more serious libretto
to express his talent, Gilbert obligingly complied with "The
ilartyr of Antioch", which further increased the musician’s
high standing at the court.
Despite the existence of personal feeling, however, the
two collaborated successfully, at least to the satisfaction of
the audience, on their next opera, "patience." During the year
of 1880 the aesthetic movement had reached its height in
England and was now slowly dying out. Gilbert, with his
customary dislike of movements of any sort, decided to wield
the final blow. At first he consid.ered the use of curates
as representative of aestheticism, but fortunately,
realized that such an act might produce the wrong effect.
IX
Instead he confined himself to the use of poets, although
the libretto "'as "based, on an early Bah Ballad, "The Rival
Curates.
"
George Grossmith* "icicle up to look like Oscar irilde,
played the part of Keginald. Bunthorne, a fie silly poet
,
who
admits to himself that his "medievalism’s affectation (is)
horn of a morbid love of admiration." tl ncl ‘ri n
,
lookin"’ as much like Algernon k'inkurne as hi s large frame
would permit, was outstanding in his portrayal of Archibald
Grosvenor, the idyllic poet whose ravishing beauty causes
him to be pursued by love-lorn ladies. Hiss Alice Barnett,
wl o had joined the cr w for the production of " The Pirates
of Penzance" as Ruth, again played the elderly spinster
in search of love, Lady Jane, while Miss Jessie Bond., a
favorite in supporting roles, appeared as Lady Angela.
Again Gilbert made use of two choruses, the rapturous maidens
and tl ir on guards. Although there ~:ere no elderly
lovers in the piece, Gilbert did not depart far from the
formula and one finds the heroine, Patience, typical of
Victorian melodrama in her innocence, typical of Gilhertism
in her obedience to "-dutv."
After seeing a performance of "Patience," only the most
daring aesthete would, venture to "walk down Piccadilly with
a poppy or a lily" in his "medieval hand." Destined to
further undermine the movement was a melodramatic confe ion
by Bunthorne —ho has spent a trying day in the presence of the
I
ladies who are languishing for his love. He begins
:
Am I alone,
And unobserved? I ami
Then let me own
I'm an aesthetic shaml
Tliis air severe
Is but a mere
Veneer l
Thi s cyni c smi le
Is but a wile
Of guile
i
This costume chaste
Is but good taste
Misplaced!
Bunthorne is the man resposible for the aesthetic
movement, and it is he who has caused the ladies to reject
their former lovers, members of the Heavy Dragoon. Unable
to understand the change of affection, but willing to
surrender to the whims of the ladies to reinstate themselves,
the military men listen to suggestions that they become
Early English. A change of uniform would add to their
appearances, Lady Lane informs them, "...a cobwebby grey
velvet, with a tender bloom like cold gravy, which, made
with Florentine fourteenth-century, trimmed with Venetian
leather and Spanish altar lace, and surmounted with something
Japanese-it matters not what- would at least be Earljr English!"
Despite the attempts of the Dragoons to become aesthetic,
the maidens still prefer Bunthorne, who, in turn, is in love
with the simple milkmaid, Patience. The course of true love
does not run smoothly in Topsy-turveydom, however, for she
prefers Archibald Grosvenor, the idyllic poet who
involuntarily wins away Bunthorne' s admirers. Patience,
/ ,
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realizing that true love involves self-sacrifice, "believes it
her duty to love not Grosvenor, for that requires no effort,
hut instead, the unhappy Bunthorne, An amusing scene ensues
as Grosvenor and Patience, madly in love, cling steadfastly
to their ideals of duty:
Pa* -...Oh, Archibald, think of me sometimes, for my
heart is breaking] He is so unkind to me, and you would he
so loving]
Pros. - Loving] (Advances toward her)
•
Pa,- Advance one step, and as I am a good and pure
woman, I scream] (Tenderly,) Farewell, Archibald] (Sternly.
Stop there] (Tenderly.) Think of me sometimes] (Angrily.)
Advance at your peril] Once more, adieu.
Only Ladjr Jane remains faithful to Bunthorne as the
fickle maidens now transfer their affections to the idyllic
poet whose beauty has them enchanted. By threatening his
rival with a curse, however, Bunthorne persuades him to
become commonplace which the poet does willingly. But,
poor Bunthorne is again thwarted, for when Patience sees her
hero without his charms, she decides there is nothing selfish
in her loving him, while the other ladies, tiring of
aestheticism, return to the Dragoons. Even Lady Jane
deserts him, and Bunthorne is left alone 11 to be contented
with a tulip or a lily, ",
Although the opera was written to burlesque a transient
interest, we are not too far removed from the period to lose
the significance of the satire, and "Patience" is still a
favorite with audiences today. It is usually possible in
>> *
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every age to find a group of aesthetes, although not always
as outstanding as those of the t 80 , s, a.nd therefore, Gilbert
witticisms have not gone out of date. The only matter at
which the critics took offense was Gilbert’s treatment of
Lady Jane, which some felt was a bitter attack on middle age
Such critics were in the minority, however, and "Patience”,
although it lacked the unity of its immediate predecessors,
enjoyed a long run.
After a successful season, Sullivan left for a cruise to
St. Petersburg^, in the company of the Duke of Edinburgh and
other notables. He was a great favorite with royalty,
especially with the Prince of Wales who was a frequent
visitor at the Savoy. Sullivan always conducted the
orchestra himself upon such occasions, despite the fact
that he was usually in ill health after over-working.
Unlike Gilbert, he could not work in advance, and only
by staying up for twenty-four hours at a time just before
the opera was to be produced, could he manage to complete
the music on time. Sullivan was never as close to the
theater as was Gilbert. His relation with the actors was
impersonal, for he appeared at rehearsals only long enough
to try out the music, and again at the opening performance,
while Gilbert rarely missed a day. It was the latter, no
matter how fiery he might be at rehearsals, that the company
loved and respected rather than the suave Sullivan, for they
knew that he had their interests at heart. Quite like a

father to the group, Gilbert often lost his temper with them
backstage, hut demanded that the outside world treat them with
respect. To those who cooperated with him he showed only
patience although it might take ny rehearsals 1 efore fc] e
played a part to is satisfaction. On the other hand, if he
suspected resentment or a deliberate misunderstanding on the
part of an actor, he gave vent to the Gilbertian temper and
caustic wit which caused vany a player to depart in tears.
Reviewing the chorus was a task he always undertook personally
with the vigor of a military commander, he could not sing a
note, but painstaking!?/- instructed the chorus in the pronunci-
ation and rhythm that were necessary. Although he laughed at
some phases of Victorian! sm, he enforced discipline so strictl
!
that the theater became known as the "Savoy hoarding School",
and the actors and actresses were not allowed to mingle except
during the actual stage performances,
ile Sullivan was vacati ning, Gilbert was aIre a- y at
rork on a new piece, "lolanthe*'*! A i 1 he re - on e ic
] allads ’ e lot, which, like its predecessor, "George
and the "dairies", was concerned with the offspring of a fairy
mother o *tal F ,t! :r, another return to Topsy-turveydom.
‘.'/lien Sullivan returned he was not impressed with the first
act whi ch Gilbert quickly changed to suit him.
--as completed, however, it was considered the best Gilbert
Sullivan compact to date.
16 Pearson, p.149.
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Gilbert again reverted to Ills knowledge of law for the
"background of "lolanthe" and his setting for the Lord Chan-
cellor and the House of Leers was most appropriate* Topsy-
turveydom, with its striking similarity to Great Britain, was
the scene of th e action, and numerous Bah Ballads supplemented
the plot. The formula was again put into play with Strephon,
half fairy and half mortal
,
and PJ yllis, the all too mortal
ward of the Lord Chancellor, appearing as the routhful lovers.
Although it is not until the final scene that the Chancellor
recognizes lolanthe as his supposedly deceased wife, they may
3 ve "been intended as the older couple. There was a relief
from the spinster in the opera, perhaps due to the attacks on
Lady Jane, and although the hairy fueen set her cap for
Private Tillis, her pursuit was not an exhausting one.
Cn November 25, 1332, "lolanthe" opened at the Savoy
Theatre with the four outstanding players in the leading roles:
Gros smith as the susceptible Lord Chancellor, Barri igton as
the pompous Lari of Mountararat
,
Jessie fond in her first
leading role as lolanthe, and Alice Barnett as the hairy
^ueen. The opening performance met with much enthusiasm,
except for the review of "Ip ' always more or
less antagonistic to the Savoyards • "As a musical or dramatic
work, "lolanthe" is not within a mile of "Pinafore" or a
patch on "Patience"
there was something
17
read one review which went
"not quite pleasant" about
on to say
the half mortal-
17 Dark and Grey, p.33.
.
half fairy existence of Strephen. Ther e was no mention of
Gilbert’s satire of the Bench, however, ,nd the Lord
Chancellor’s song, "7/hen I went to the bar as a very young
man", ranked high among the Gilbert and Sullivan favorites,
as did, surprisingly enough, Private Minis' taunting ballads
".Then in that House I .P.’s divide,
If they've a brain and cerebellum too,
Thejr’ve got to leave that brain outside
And vote just as their leaders tell 'em too*
But then the prospect of a lot
Cf M.P.'s in close proximity,
A1 1 thi nki ng for thems elves, is what
Ho man can face with equanimity,
Bor the most part, Gilbert's critics had learned to overlook
the sting that lay behind the words and laugh at the impudence
and und e niab 1 e humor
•
The unrealistic setting of Fairyland provided the
audience with another reason for not taking Gilbert too
seriously. Iolanthe, a fairy who once broke the estab-
lished rule by marrying a mortal, has just been pardoned
by the :^ueen. It seems that by her marriage Iolanthe had
a son who is now twenty-four years old. The son, Strephon,
employed as an Arcadian shepherd, is planning to marry
Phyllis, the ward of the Lord Chancellor who is opposed
to the match. "Your fairyhood doesn't seem to have done
you much good," remarks one of the fairies.
"Much goodj" Strephon ejaculates. "My dear aunt l
It's the curse of my existence! What's the use of being
half a fairy? My body can creep through a ke 3r hole, but
what's the good, of that when my legs are left kicking

"behind?. • .What * s to become of my upper half when I’ve buried
my lower half I really don't know] ;l
It is extremely difficult to believe that Iolanthe at
the age of seventeen can be the mother of Strephon unless
one realizes that she was minus eight when he was born.
Phyllis, not being an understanding mortal, fails to realize
the significance of the fact when she meets the two together,
and turns for condolence to Lords Hountararat and Tolloller-
it doesn’t matter which one. The House of Peers is not pre-
pared to deal with the wrath of the Hairy ^ueen, who,
angered at their treatment of Strephon, installs him in
Parliament with the threat-]-
Every bill and every measure
That my gratify his pleasure,
Though your fury it arouses
Shall be passed by both your Houses]
You shall sit if he sees reason
Through tie grouse and salmon season.
Peers shall teem in Christendom
And a Luke’s exalted station
He attainable by Com-
Pet i t i ve examinat ion]
The Lord Chancellor is more interested in marrying
Phyllis himself than in bothering with the House, but in
the meantime, Phyllis and Strephon have renewed their
engagement. To save their happiness, Iolanthe, at the
peril of her life, reveals herself to the Lord Chancellor
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as his wife. The other fairies then admit that they, too,
have married mortals, and the ^ueen, after changing the law
so that every fairy who does not marry a mortal must die,
X^roposes to Private Willis, "Well, ma’am, I don’t think
much of the British soldier who wouldn’t ill-convenience
himself to save a female in distress," that "brave soldier
answers as they all float off to Fairyland.
"Iolanthe" "brought out some of the "best qualities of
Gilbert’s work. There was a light-hearted, dainty air in
the song of the fairies!
We can ride on lover’s sighs,
Warm ourselves in lovers’ eyes,
Bathe ourselves in lovers' tears,
Clothe ourselves in lovers’ fears,
Arm ourselves with lovers’ darts,
Hide ourselves in lovers' hearts
j
When you know us you’ll discover
That we almost live on lover.
In this opera, too, occurred one of the fe\r instances that
Gilbert could cause laughter without first revealing a
satiric thrust, as is illustrated in the situation that
arises in regard to Iolanthe ’s extreme youths
I wouldn’t say a word that could, -be construed
as injurious,
But to find a mother younger than her son is
curious
,
And that’s the kind of mother that is usually
spurious
Sullivan was also at his best, and the reluctance he had
shown to write the music is not apparent in his work as
he matched the moods expressed in the lyrics with gay,
lilting melodies, tender ballads, and merry jingles.
%
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Ho sooner had he recovered from the strain of preparing
for "Iolanthe" than Sullivan met with sorrow at the death of
"both his mother and a close friend. At this inopportune
moment, Gilbert was ready -,vith a successor entitled
"Princess Ida", a satire on the rights of women. Based
on a poem by Tennyson, the opera was the only one to be
written in three acts, and the only one in which the
dialogue was written in blank verse. Again Sullivan
left the music undone until dangerously near curtain
time, and four days before the opening night he collapsed.
It was not expected that he would be able to appear at the
Savoy, but with a supreme effort, he managed to conduct
the orchestra, sustained partly by the heartening reception
which he received.
"Princess Ida" opened on January 5, 1384. Because it
was Gilbert and Sullivan, it met with the customary ovation,
but it was not destined to last. It may have been due to the
use of blank verse, to the unhappy frame of mind, in which
Sullivan wrote the music, or to the dissatisfaction which
the actors felt for their parts, but whatever the cause
,
the opera was to become one of the least successful of the
series, and one that is seldom performed today. Despite its
faults, "Princess Ida" contained some of the best work of
both the author and composer. Gilbert used one of his
favorite ideas -the infantile engagement- to advantage,
and created one of his most interesting characters,
,*
King Gama, the disagreeable man who was not too unlike
Gilbert himself. There was a beauty to the love lyrics
that would have done credit to a poet, as, for example,
"'.Thorn Thou Hast Chained Must Wear His Chain" which has
little similarity to the usual work of the expounder of
Topsy-turvey:
Whom thou hast chained must wear his chain,
Thou canst not set him free,
He wrestles rath his bond.s in vain
7/ho lives by loving thee I
If heart of stone for heart of fire,
Ee all thou hast to give,
If dead to me my heart’s desire,
Why should I wish to live?
Ho word of thine-no stern command
Can teach my heart to rove,
Then rather perish by thy hand,
Than live without thy lovej
A loveless life a,part from thee
Were hopeless slavery,
If kindly death will set me free,
Why should I fear to die?
With lyrics like these, and with Sullivan's melodious
"Expressive glances", one would expect the opera to
have lived, but it lacked the spontaneity and clever wit
that Gilbert and Sullivan audiences anticipated.
The tale itself was too exaggerated to occur in real
life, and not exaggerated enough for Topsy-turveydom. It
begins as the subjects of King Hildebrand "search through-
out the panorama for a sign of royal Gama", to whose daughter
the king’s son, Hi lari on, was married at an early age. When
Gama appears, accompanied by his three not-too-intelligent
sons, he immediately makes himself unpopular by indulging in
I
his caustic wit, and explains
I’m sure I’m no ascetic; I’m as pleasant as can he;
You’ll always find me ready with a crushing repartee,
I’ve an irritating chuckle, I’ve a celebrated sneer,
I’ve an entertaining snigger, I’ve a fascinating leer,
To everybody’s prejudice I know a thing or two)
I can tell a woman’s age in half a minute-and I do.
But although I try to make myself as jjleasant as I can,
Yet everybody says I am a disagreeable manj
And I can’t think why!
Learning that Ida, Gama’s daughter, is the head of a
girls’ college, Kilarion and his friends disguise themselves
as girls and enter the Castle Adamant, where they discover the
'"mighty maidens with a mission" assuaging their academic
tastes with philosophy. One of the boys is recognized by
his sister who promises not to reveal their identity, but
as a girls’ school is hardly the place to keep a secret, it
is not long until Princess Ida learns of the intruders, and
the battle is on.
Gama and his sons, having escaped Hildebrand, cone to
the aid of the maidens, who secretly are very much impressed
with their first sight of men. It is only when Ida learns
of the torture which her father has suffered that she
reluctantly yields. His life has been made miserable with
nothing whatever to grumble at, he tells her.
Whene’er I poke
Sarcastic joke
Replete with malice spiteful,
This people mild
Politely smiled,
And voted me delightful!
;
I offered gold
In sums untold
To all who ’ G contrad i c t m e-
I said I’d pay
A pound a day
To anyone who kicked me]
In short, these aggravating lads,
Tlie y tickle my taste, t£rey feed my fads,
They give me this and they give me that,
And I’ve nothing whatever to grumble at.
Hilarion’s forces are soon in full possession and to
his pleas that Ida, give up her educational ideas and
marry him, Gama adds his voice:
"Consider this, my love, if your mama
Had looked on matters from your point
of vie?/,
(l wish she had), why where would you
have keen?"
Admitting that she had never thought of that angle,
Ida d_ecid.es to "walk the world yoked in all exercise
of noble end" with Hi lari on.
"Princess Ida" ran only until October, the
shortest engagement that any of the series had had*
It was after the failure of this opera that the first
significant break occurred in the partnership.
Sullivan informed D’02hLe Carte that he did not
intend to continue -writing for the Savoy Opera,
arguing that the music was merely repetitive and
that he still longed for a serious libretto to
express a more elevated, harmonious type of music*
'
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Gilbert talked the matter over with him, and advanced the
idea for a new collaboration, The idea, long an obsession
of Gilbert's, centered about a lozenge, which, if a person
were to swallow it, would make him the type of character
he pretended to be, Sullivan was not enthused about the
idea. It was the sort of Topsy-turveydom against which he
was rebelling, Gilbert agreed to separate the comic from
the serious, but he was reluctant to dispense with the
lozenge which Sullivan refused to accept, neither would
yield, and it was not until D'Oyly Carte intervened that
Gilbert agreed to give up the lozenge, and Sullivan, glad
to make amends and to be rid of the trying object, agreed
to write the music for a new opera without inquiring what
the subject was to be. The next work of Gilbert and Sullivan
was to be their greatest masterpiece, ’’The Mikado# l'
Produced at the Savoy on March 14, 1385, "The Mikado"
was the onl}?- one of the operas whose background can not be
traced, even to the Bab Ballads. A satire on life in general,
it was destined to bring fame to the author and composer,
both nationally and internationally. It was the most unified
of the series and the dialogue and lyrics grew out of the
subject matter instead of being merely supplements to the
main idea as were many of the ballads in the previous operas#
Sullivan's music, as well as having the customary spirit,
had more of a soul to it, and the composer was better
satisfied than he had been for a long time. Gilbert gave

much time to the study of details for the costumes and scenery,
and he hired some Japanese craftsmen to show the chorus the
correct way in which to hold the fans. The actors, too,
appreciated their parts, and for Rutland Barrington the
playing of Pooh-. Ah was the greatest role of his career.
Apparently the quarrel had had good effects, for "The Mikado"
ran for six hundred and seventy-two performances.
The scene of the opera is Old Japan, the characters have
what are supposedly Japanese names, hut, of course, the satire
is on English life. When one considers the strange ways of
life these Japanese follow, it is evident that they can not
he far removed from Topsy-turveydom. The Mikado himself,
for example, is a firm believer in letting the punishment
fit the crime, a just idea to he sure, hut boiling his
victims in oil, his favorite form of punishment, seems a
hit extreme from a civilized viewpoint. His subjects, too,
often entertain fiendish ideas as Eo-Ko, Pitti-Sing, and
Pooh-Bah rela/te the tale of the imaginary criminal, who,
as "the sabre cleanly cut through his clervical vertebrae,
"
bowed three times to show deference to his conqueror. It
was a "touching sight to see," Pooh-Bah adds. The social
status of these characters is also a product of Topsy-
turveydom. Eo-Ko, once condemned to death for the serious
crime of flirting, has been reprieved by the Mikado whose
logic has caused him to exalt the former tailor to the
position of Lord High Executioner. At the occurrence of
?o"
this event, all the officers of state resigned, too proud
to serve under Eo-Eo , and their posts have "been taken o .
rer
"by the versatile Pooh-Bah, Although he can trc-.ee hack .-..s
ancestry to "a protoplasraal primord.ial atomic globule," tne
estimable gentleman has been able to overcome his pride,
with a great struggle, one must admit to do him full justice,
and has accepted all the salaries attached to the offices,
"I a salaried rainioni But I do iti It revolts me, but I
do iti" he explains to anyone who will listen.
"The Mikado" follows the early Gilbertian formula more
closely than had the last operas, Pooh-Bah re wits the
self-satisfied man of position, while his brother officer
and companion, lio-Eo, serves as a bait for the amorous
spinster, Eatisha, after that lady has recognized the
futility of her pursuit of Eanki-Poo • The son of the
Mikado, ITanki-Poo is in love with the young ward of Eo-Eo,
who, like the Lord Chancellor, plans to marry the girl
himself. Despite the preponderance of facts, the situation
gradually unfolds and is righted with a better development
than the operas usually display.
Hie opera opens as Eanki-Poo arrives at Eo-Eo ’s pala.ee
in search of Yura-Yum in the disguise of a wandering minstrel,
"a thing of shreds and patches," lie is in hiding from an
elderly lady of his father’s court, but he does not revea.l
this fact to the pluralist Pooh-Bah who has volunteered him
information (for a price) concerning Yum-Yum’ s return from
<r
t
t
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school and her forthcoming marriage to Ko-Ko. Upon meeting
Yum-Yum
,
Uanki-Poo learns that what Pooh-Bah has said is true,
and after spending a few tender minutes with his “beloved , the
unhappy lad departs with suicidal intentions.
Also in a precarious position is the Lord High
Executioner, Ko-Ko, for it has come to the attention of the
Mikado that no executions have taken place in Titipu for a
year, and unless one can "be arranged immediately, the post
will he abolished. At a loss for a suitable victim, Ko-Ko
asks the aid of his two friends, Pooh-Bah and Pish Tush,
but they inform him that they do not care to-
3it in solemn silence in a dull, dark dock,
In a pestilential prison, with a life-long lock,
Awaiting the sensation of a short, sharp shock
Hron a cheap and chippy chopper on a big, black
block!
Hanki-Poo willingly agrees to be the victim, if, in return,
he can be married, to Yum-Yum for a month. Another phase of
the Japanese code of ethics must be considered, if this
arrangement is made, however, for a beheaded man's wife is
condemned to burial alive. The situation has become too
complicated for Ko-Ko. He has never killed a man before,
so relying on his friends to confirm the execution to the
Mikado, he bids Kanki-Poo to take Yum-Yum and never return
again.
The appeara-nce of the Mikado with Katisha upsets the
well-laid plan, however, when it is revealed that the
’’executed victim” was the royal heir. Surprisingly enough,
*?
*
0
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the Mikado takes the news c&lnl '. "How could you tell?"
he asks good-naturedly, hut nevertheless he accords boiling
in oil as a form of punishment. Manki -Poo’s reappearance
saves him from carrying out his delightful intentions,
however, and he is assured that the execution was, as Pooh-
Bah so aptly puts it, "a merely corroborative detail in-
tended to give artistic verisimilitude to an otherwise
bald and unconvincing narrative. '! Mo-Ko, too, does his
best to rectify the situation by marrying the disappointed
Katisha. "Nothing could be more satisfactory} ' finishes
the Mikado.
The magnificent effort that everyone had put into the
opera must have been highly gratifying. There ’was a sparkle
to the lyrics that was further accented by the music. Many
of the songs had a charm that caused, them to live on as
favorites for their own qualities apart from the opera itself.
The patter song, for example, "I’ve Got A Little List", is
appealing for both its rhythmical perfection and its truth-
fulness in describing society offenders:
The pestilential nuisances who write for autographs-
All people who have flabby hand’s and irritating laughs
-
Then the idiot who praises with enthusiastic tone,
All centuries but this, and every country but his own*
And the lady from the provinces who dresses like a guy,
And who "doesn’t think she waltzes, but would rather
like to try 1 11
And that singular anomaly, the lady novelist-
I don’t think she’d be missed-
I’m sure she’d not be missedi
"Pandering Minstrel" is outstanding for itsManki-Poo ’
s

smoothly florin0' rhythm, ^ 'hile the charm of "Three Little
Maids frc ool" i 3 in its staccato sprightliness,
the most comic scenes of the opera is Lo-Lo’s mooing of
Katisha --nth the popular "ballad " Tit-7/illow, " hich proves
that a comic song mi th a tender melody need lot lave an
incongruous effect.
as hardly a son^ that escaped attention; "both
words and music rere unsurpassed "by anything that either
Gilbert or Sullivan had accomplished. Only in 1907
"'The Mikado” forbidden on the stage when Japanese ambassadors
to England felt that it was an insult to their monarch,
Gilbert was injured at first until he learned that it
not the fault of the n i he had supposed,
in the piece do not revert to me "or three years; by that
time we shall probably be at war with Japan about India, and
they will offer me a large price to have it played,,,,' 1 he
18
wrote to Sullivan. " The ban was not a lasting one, however,
and in 1935 when a doctor from Lost on protested that the
opera was "immoral, revolutionary, and obscene," occurred
the last of the ill-" vor that " he . ikado " was to meet*
Gilbert was used to criticism, however, and the success
which he had attained in the field of comic opera permitted
him to pay little attention to the occasional unfavorable
13 Dark and G- ’ey
,
p.101.
19 Pearson, p.161.
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comments of the press. The cruel punishments thought up by
Gilbert were not considered suitable subjects for humor by
many, and it was believed that they represented an unhealthy
state of mind on the part of the author# It is not for the
inexperienced to conjecture whether or not the seemingly
fanatical outbursts were due to a repression of impulses,
as psychology might suggest, for in studying Gilbert’s own
life one sees evidence of only a humanitarian point of view#
He was very fond of children, and although he had no family
of his own, he frequently played host at lavish parties for
children in the neighborhood, which he enjoyed as much as
did his youthful guests. In his treatment of elderly women
it doesn’t seem that he meant to be savage in his attacks
as the critics implied. Rather he wa poking fun at those
ladies, who, although middle-aged, strive vainly to remain
youthfully appealing instead of taking advantage of the
respect accorded their years.
The next collaboration of Gilbert and Sullivan was
destined to failure. Both felt that his own contribution
was better than that of the other, yet their relationship
was such that neither dared to talk the matter over frankly.
Sullivan had just received great ovation for "The Golden
Legend", a serious work based on Longfellow’s poem, which
20
caused him to be hailed as the "Lozart of England"
,
and it
is possible that he was not putting his best efforts into
20 Learson, p.172

the new opera. At the same time, Gilbert did not display
the same ability in drawing characterizations as he had in
11 The Mikado’S and his treat eat seems to have been merely
a superfluous one. "Ruddigore, or The ./itch’s Curse” was
not popular from the beginning, and even the title : et
with disfavor as it sounded too much like "bloodygore*
”
Like "Princess Ida”, the opera contained some fine work,
"but it, too, was doomed to a short run at the Savoy.
for inspiration, Gilbert drew from the Bab Ballads,
and it was one of these songs that caused in the Savoy
Theatre for the first time a demonstration of disapproval
as the curtain went down. There were several French visitors
in the audience on the night of the opening performance,
and seemingly the entrance of Richard Dauntless, a Man O’
War’s man, did not meet with their approval, as he sang:
I shipped., d’ye see, in a Revenue sloop,
And off Cape Finistere,
A merchantman we see,
A Frenchman, going free,
So we made for the bold Mounseer,
D’ye see?
7/e made for the bold Ilounseer*
Then our Captain he up and he says, says he,
"That chap we need not fear-
7/e can take her if we like,
She is sartin for to strike,
For she’s only a darned kounseer.
D’ye see?
She’s only a darned Hounseeri
But to fight a French fal-lal, it’s like hittin’ of a gal
It’s a lubberly thing for to do*
For we with all our faults,
iVhy we’re sturdy Bri t i sh saIt s
,
•While she’s only a Parley-voo, d’ye see?
She’s only a Parley-voo
I
©t
Bor allowing this song to he presented, Gilbert received
several challenges to duels.
Gilbert included invective political satire in
"Rudd igore 11
,
hut the ideas were merely stronger repetitions
of Private Willis’ opinions in "Iolanthe. '! Again he thrusts
at the h.P.
*
3
,
adding:
Bor your country’s good fame, her repute or her shame
You don’t care the snuff of a candle-
33ut you’re paid for your game when you're told that
your name
./ill he graced hy a baronet’s handle-
031 i allow me to give you a word of advice-
The title's uncommonly dear at the price.
The use of ghosts corning to life was thought to he another
reason for the unpopularity of the piece, although one can
find others more tangible. The spontaneous, merry, mildly
satiric humor of "The Plihado" was replaced by a more melo-
dramatic artificiality. There is something almost macabre
in the treatment of Had Hargaret as she chants a wild little
ditty:
Over the ripening peach
Buzzes the bee.
Splash on the billowy beach
Tumb 1 e s the sea.
But the peach
And the beach
They are each
nothing to me l
And why?
Who am I?
Baft Badge l Crazy Keg l
Had I jargaret l Poor PegZ
He I Hei EeJ Eel He-i
One cannot help laughing at the scene in which the poor
woman is united with Bespard, her lover who formerly jilted

her. She still has frequent relapses of insanity, controlled
only when Despart utters with hidden meaning the word
"Basingstoke" to her.
Des .-But soft-someone comes- Margaret, pray recollect
yourself- Basingstoke, I hegi Margaret, if you don’t
Basingstoke at once, I shall "be seriously angry.
Mar .- (Recovering herself.) Basingstoke, it is I
Des . -Then make it so.
Enter Roh in-
Mar.- Shall I fly at him? Shall I tear him from limb
to limb? Shall I render him asunder? Say but the word and-
Des . - Basingstoke!]
Mar,- (Suddenly demure) Basingstoke it isi
The subject is below Gilbert’s usual standard of humor, and
if one were to take the matter seriously, it would be temptin
to say, like Lewis Carroll, can you really laugh at that?
The story centers about the Murgatroyd family upon whom
there is a curse which compels them to commit a crime a day
under the penalty of a horrible death. To escape this xat-,
Sir Ruthven, the eldest of the family, has disguised his
baronetcy and the curse has .been passed on to the next m
line, Sir Despard. Assuming the name of Robin Oakapple,
Ruthven is trying to win the fairest maiden in the village,
Rose Llaybud. As both are extremely bashful, however, it
takes Richard Dauntless, Robin’s foster brother none from
the sea, to win Rose away rom her etiquette •
Nevertheless, her affection for the bold sailor is only

temporary, and she soon returns to Robin.
Prompted "by his truthful heart and, one 3us_ ec , a
twinge of jealousy, Richard reveals Sir Ruthven’s identity
as the eldest of the Murgatroyd "barons • Rose, always e^g-r
to make the most of a situation, promptly offers her love to
Sir Despard, but he, now free from the witch’s curse, turns
to his old love, Had Margaret.
After his return to the Murgatroyd ancestral hall, Robin
is experiencing difficulty in planning crimes. So amateur are
his attempts that the ghosts of his departed ancestors leave
their pictures on the wall to reprimand him. To carry out
their instructions, he has his faithful servant abduct a lady
from the village, but unfortunately, she turns out to be the
ancient sweetheart of Sir Roderic
,
foremost of the ancestors,
who steps down from his frame to claim her. After thinking
the matter over, Robin comes to the conclusion Y/ith a re-
markable bit of logic that the curse is broken, and all the
lovers, both dead and. alive, unite happily.
The only defender of the opera was Gilbert, and he, no
doubt, only because it was not well received, 7/hile " The
Pirates" had been an obvious burlesque, "Ruddigore" appeared
to have been intentional melodrama, although biographers
assure us that this was not the case. There are none of the
appealing characters that one usua-lly finds in the operas.
Rose Ivlaybud
,
one of the weakest of Gilbert’s feminine
characters, and her Aunt Hannah are plain village folk;

Robin Oakapple is a nice yo ung man of whom any lady would
approve; Richard Dauntless has no idiosyncrasies which
would cause him to he out of place on any British Man O’ .Tar,
while the ghosts are hardly subjects for comparison. The
intangible spark of Gilbert and Sullivan was very dim in
"Rudd i gore* "
Before the next production occurred a prelude to what
was later known as the "carpet incident" in the lives of
Gilbert and Sullivan. The latter, for many weeks fighting
the disease which caused his later life to be one of great
pain, appeared one morning at the Savoy Theatre in time to
witness an argument between Gilbert and D’Oyly Carte* The
carpet outside the room which the author and composer shared
was badly in need of being replaced. To D’Oyly Carte’s
suggestion that a man earning the royalties that Gilbert
did. should, be willing to buy a new covering, Gilbert replied,
that as Sullivan earned, twice as much in royalties, it was up
to him to pay for it. Before the morning was over the three
were in violent controversy, and for a short time were on
very poor terms. It is interesting to note that again after
the quarrel was settled, the two put out another of their
finest productions*
The new opera, "The Yeoman of the Guard.", which Gilbert
had wanted to call "The Beefeaters", was produced on October
3, 1888, at the Savoy Theatre* So nervous was Gilbert about
the reception with which the piece might meet, that he paced
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the streets of London throughout the opening performance. His
fear was unfounded, however, for "The Yeomen", the only almost
entirely serious work of the partnership, enjoyed a long stay
at the Savoy, although it has not "been considered for revival
as frequently as some others of the series. 7/hen one considers
the entire output of Gilbert and. Sullivan, it appears that they
were not at their best in a serious mood, although they them-
selves felt that the piece was the greatest work of art that
they had produced together. The departure from Topsy-turvey-
dom was so appealing to Sullivan that he felt more inclined
to do his work wholeheartedly, while Gilbert, happy at the
satisfaction of his partner, felt that his own work, es-
pecially the creating of Jack Point, was more worthwhile.
To each it was a step toward a higher goal.
A fault apparent in "The Yeomen of the Guard" was the
leading of the characters toward realitjr, an act which was
not in accord with the author’s talent. A romanticist
rather than a realist, Gilbert was at his best in Fairyland
where the characters make no pretense at being real, and are
therefore convincing in their unreality. There is nothing of
Topsy-turvey in Phoebe, who, to save the man she loves from
execution, submits to the attentions of the jailor, a deed,
whick she accomplishes successfully despite her loathing of
the distasteful Wilfred*
Phoe,-(with a grimace) Thou art a most light-
hearted and delightful companion, Haster 7/ilfred. Thine
anecdotes of the torture chamber are the prettiest hearing.
I
-I •
"•
' • *•'' pleasant fellow an j cl" o o s e
•
Relieve I am the merriest dog that harks. Ah, we mightpassing happy together. be
Ihoe.-ierhaps; I do not know.
(1
1
.
— o r thou wouldst make a most
lovi ng wife. ..say that we are wed— the
long evening before usj
tender and
I with a long,
—Ala - lwith a grimace) It is a pretty picture,
a.i. ye <• • . anc
,
e* • « • ol
,
now I would love thee.
This .rvas tne 011I3; opera in which there was no uniting of the
lovers wi tn tne exception of Phoebe ’ s Colonel Fairfax and
Flsie Maynard
,
and one ers if rill he truly happy.
The Gilbert!an formula, while not entirely laid aside, is not
follower closely. There are no convincing lovers whatsoever,
for Phoebe, who adores Fairfax, is in turn loved by the jailor
and Jack Point, although he may have intended to develop' an
attachment to his companion Elsie later in life, displays
little opposition to her marrying the Colonel. Luckily Elsie,
having been married blindfolded, later falls in love with her
husband although she is not aware of his identity at the time.
Again there appears the spinster in search of love, but
Gilbert has been mild indeed in his treatment of Lame
Carruthers if one compares her to Katisha or Lady Jane.
There is no Pooh-Bah to lighten the gloom of the tower, and
only in Jack Point, the melancholy jester, is one reminded
that this is Gilbert and Sullivan.
The scene is laid in the Tower where Phoebe Heryll,
the daughter of the Sergeant of the Yeomen, is discovered
on
weeping for her "beloved Colonel Fairfax, who is imprisoned in
the Tower awaiting execution as a sorcerer, Phoebe ’ s i at.ier
also has a personal interest in the prisoner for twice "before
the Colonel has saved his life, and tie older nan feels an
obligation to reciprocate in some manner. The return of his
son Leonard, a newly appointed yeoman whom no one in the Tower
has seen, suggests a plan to the Sergeant whereby Colonel
Fairfax may be introduced as Leonard while the latter remains
in temporary hiding. To aid in this scheme, Fhoebe charmingly
outwits the jailer with a shower of affection and secures the
beys necessary to the Colonel's release.
Fairfax has been making some plans of his own
,
however,
for unless he is married immediately, his entire estate falls
to the kinsman who so unjustly condemned, him. Eager to grant
the prisoner’s last request, the Lieutenant of the Guard has
arranged for a strolling player, Elsie Maynard, to marry the
Colonel for one hour, at the end of which time she will become
a wealthy widow. Shortly after the secret ceremoi-ty in which
the bride was blindfolded, co les the news that the prisoner
has escaped, and Elsie, not recognizing the handsome stranger,
"Leonard Heryll", as her husband, is very much perturbed.
"7/hat have I donei Oh, woe is me i I am his wife, and he is
freei" she wails to her companion player. Jack Point.
"Oh, woe is you? Your anguish sinkl
Oh, woe is me, I rather think
i
Whate’er betide you are his bride,
And I am left alone-bereft I " answers the melan-
f
choly jester who had hoped to marry Elsie and her legacy.
It is not until \7ilfred realizes that Phoebe’s tee,rs
are caused by the Colonel's marriage to Elsie that the plot
is suspected, and to save the reputation of her father, Phoehe
agrees to marry him. Dame Carruthers, a female warden long
enamoured of Sergeant lleryll, has clso learned the secret, and
although a reprieve for the Colonel has arrived, the "best idea
seems to he for the Sergeant to marry his talkative admirer.
Not altogether happy with, the idea, he sings-:
Ghastly, ghastly
I
"Then man sorrowful,
firstly, lastly,
Oft to-morrow full,
.after tarrying.
Yields to harrying-
Goes a-marrying.
Gha s t ly , ghast ly
Somehow there is a lack of unity to the opera, and the
solution leaves something to he desired. le loo: to Gilbert
for romance, and when he gives us psuedo-realism, the result
is rather disappointing. There is something pathetic about
these little puppets who are not quite mortal enough to de-
serve the treatment they receive. Perhaps Gilbert wanted
to prove that he knew of more than Topsy-turvey, as did
Jack Point who so accurately expressed his feelings:
If you wish to succeed as a jester, you’ll need
To consider each person’s auricular:
7/hat is all right for E would quite scandalize C
(Nor C is so very particular);
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Though your he d it may rack with a "bilious attack,
And your senses with toothache you’re losing,
Don’t "be mopy and flat -they can’t fine you for that.
If you’re properly quaint and amusing
J
Though your wife ran away with a soldier that day.
And took with her your trifle of money,
Bless your heart, they don’t mind-they’re exceedingly
kind-
They don’t "blame you as long as you’re funny
J
Although it has never "been mentioned in any previous
studies of Gilbert and Sullivan, "The Yeomen of the Guard”
seems to have more imitative qualities than do others in the
series. There is something similar to the Shakesperian
jester in Jack Point, for example, his nimble wit is not
too unlike that of Peste who baffles Olivia with his logic
in "Twelfth Light, "Ha
2
friend jailor
J
11 cries Point.
"Jailor that wast-jailor that never shalt be morel Jailor
that jailed not, or that jailed, if jail lie did, so un-
jailorly that ’ twas but j err;/-jailing, or jailing in jokei"
Again a Shakesperian touch accurs as Leonard, like Laertes,
knowing that his sister is in love with a man who m,..y not
return her affection, gives her good advice: "Thy love is
newborn; wrap it up carefully, lest it take cold and die."
"What a helpless ninny is a love-sick man!" Sergeant
Heryll remarks as Phoebe obtains the keys from the unsuspect-
ing jailor. " e is but a lute in a woman’s hands- she plays
upon him whatever tune she will." The passage is reminiscent
of the one in which Hamlet accuses Ro senerantz and Guildern-
stern, "You would play upon me; you would seem to know my
stops... do you think I am easier to be played on than a
O o
pipe?..,'1 ’ Perhaps to the student of Shakespeare these
similarities would he merely coincidental, hut they are so
unlike anything else that appears in Gilbert and Sullivan
that they seemed worthy of consideration.
The prevailing undercurrent of dissatisfaction existing
between D 1 C^ly Carte, Gilbert, and Sullivan was dormant long
enough to enable the production of one last successful opera.
There was a marked feeling of nervous tension between the
partners, but it was caused merely by a repetition of the
same old higher ambitions, thwarted desires, and clashing
of personalities. They stayed together to thrill again
Savoy audiences with what was to he their swan- song, "The
Gondoliers.!? Had the opera been born in the earlier days
of the partnership, it might have been destined to last as
the favorite of the series for it had a sparkle and
originality that were unsurpassed. As it was, while "The
Gondoliers" was responsible for the greatest financial
success that the two realized, there was in it a, hint of
re-used ideas, both in the words and music. It is interest-
ing to note that the story was of two young monarchs who
could rule only when united- a symbol of Gilbert and Sullivan
themselves *
The opening performance on December 7, 1889 was as gala
an affair as had been that of "The Hikado" , and the applause
was even greater. There had. been some changes in the old-
company, for George Grossmith had left during the production
*
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of ’"Tiie Yeomen of the Guard", and 13. ss Rosina Brandham had
replaced Alice Barnett in the roles of the elderly lady.
There was no star in the new opera and the triumphs were
shared with m rco rs to the group* Gilbert hiras If '
happy to he hack in Topsy-turveydom, and he continued to
rail at the government
,
at royalty, and at any object upon
which his sharp wit fell. The opera was responsible for a
great deal of correspondence between the author and composer
which generally ended, "if the verses won’t do, send them
back and I’ll try again*"
"The Gondoliers" was a satire on snobbery as represented
by impecunious aristocrats who revel in the glories of their
past, the protagonists of equality movements, and by the
subjects of unquestionably perfect raonarchs. Hie Duke and.
Duchess of Plaza-Toro are exemplary of the first type of
snobbery, for although their income is now supplemented by
doubtful means, they are not forgetful of their former posi-
tion in society. Upon his daughter’s mentioning that her
husband will be marrying into a shady family, the Duke
hastens to assure her, "Shady? a nobleman shady, who is
blazing in the lustre of unaccustomed pocket money? A
nobleman shady who can look back upon ninety-five quart erings?
It is not every nobleman who is ninety-five quart erings in
arrear- I mean, can look back upon ninety-five of them*"
His Duchess imparts to their daughter Casilda the secret
of their marital happiness saying, "It was very difficult,
o
my dear, "but I said to myself, ’that man is a Duke and I will
love himJ ’ Several of my relations het me I couldn’t, hut I
did- desperately;"
Marco and Giuseppe, the gondoliers who become rulers,
are the promoters of equality, one of the foremost of their
"Republican fallacies.
"
Dor everyone who feels inclined.
Some post we undertake to find
Congenial with his frame of mind-
And all shall equal he.
. The dibble Lord who rules the state-
The IToble Lord who cleans the p.late-
The iloble Lord who scrubs the grate-
Tliey all shall equal be.
One is certain, however, that although Gilbert expressed this
idea, he was secretly much more in accord with the idea of
Don Alhambra that "when everyone is sombodee, then no one’s
anybody!
"
Thrilled, at the idea of becoming queens, it is Tessa and
Giannetta who put forth another of Gilbert’s opinions of
royalty. Perhaps it was because of the following song that
his name was omitted from the royal program when the opera
was presented at Q,ueen Victoria’s palace;
And noble lords will scrape and bow,
And double themselves in two,
And open their eyes
In blank surprise
At whatever she likes to do.
•> -»
o
n
And everybody will round lv bowt/
one’s fair as flowers in Hay,
And say, "How c leverJ"
At whatsoever
She condescends to sayi
Oh, ’ tis a glorious thing, I ween.
To he a royal, regular Qyteeni
Ho half and half affair, I mean.
But a right-down regular Royal ^ueeni
The story starts in Venice where Hon Alhambra has gone in
search of the heir to the throne of Barat&ria whom he left as
a baby some twenty years ago in the care of a good-natured hut
tippling gondolier, who had died never knowing which of the
two hoys in his home was the royal heir and which was his own
son. After meeting the two young men, now respectable
gondoliers, Hon Alhambra decides that both shall rule until
the nurse who had taken care of the royal offspring can he
found to identify him. Their leaving Venice is a sad occasion
for the gondoliers, ilarco and Giuseppe, for only a few minutes
before they have been married to Tessa and Gianetta, and. the
girls are not allowed to accompany them to the palace. "Ho
not forget you’ve married me l " each girl reminds her husband
as he sails away.
The situation becomes difficult for the young monarchs,
however, when it is revealed that Casilda, the daughter of the
Duke and Duchess of Plaza- Toro
,
was married to the royal heir,
whoever he may he, when they were both babies. As Casilda
herself is very much in love with her father’s servant, Luiz,
she is not thrilled at the prospect of becoming )ueen, although
it would be a help to her noble but penniless parents. .Then

Tessa and Gianetta arrive at the palace and learn of the
situation, the monarchs, whose rule to date has "been a happy
one based on equality, are naturally somewhat upset. There
are two husbands and three v/ives, and Tessa wisely remarks,
"One can’t marry a vulgar fraction*
It is the old nurse, however, who solves the problem by
announcing that neither ilarco or Giuseppe is king. It seeras
that many years before when the royal baby was to be given to
the gondolier, fearing for the child’s welfare, she substituted
her own baby, and it is Luiz who is the rightful monarch, much
to the pleasure of all concerned.
There is a familiar ring to the last act. One almost
expects a nurse to reveal a change of babies, after knowing
the outcome of ”H,M,S, Pinafore” and 11 Tee Pirates of Penzance* '
While Tessa and Gianetta add new life to the cast of charac-
ters, there is a slight similarity to Sir Joseph Porter when
the Duke of Plaza-Toro sings of the way in which he gained
his military success:
7/hen t o avoid Destruct i cn ’ s hand
,
To hide they all proceeded,
Ho soldier in that gallant band
Hid half as well as he did.
He lay concealed throughout the war,
And so preserved his gore, OJ
That unaff ec t e
d
Undetected
Jell-connected
Warrior,
Tie Duke of Plaza-Toro
1
Sullivan’s music was as lively as ever, but it is possible
to detect a strain of "Tit-Willow” in the lilting "Dance A
7
Cachucha* " Apparently the sources of "both men’s inspiration
were depleting as the end of the partnership drew near.
The triumph of ‘'The Gondoliers" was so great that hoth
Gilbert and Sullivan were able to enj 03" a well-needed vacation.
Upon his return, Gilbert learned that D 1 Oyly Carte had spent
five hundred pounds on a new carpet for the theater, and as
they were responsible for repairs of immediate consequence
to the performance only, and not for general redecorating,
Gilbert thought that the act was unfair. Carte’s answer that
he and Sullivan were tired of Gilbert’s interference served to
ignite the spark and the stormiest quarrel that the partner-
21
ship had ever experienced began. The "carpet incident", as
it was known, brought forth the decision from Gilbert that
"The Gondoliers" would be the last of their works to be
presented in public. Although admittedly he was quick-
tempered, it is not difficult to understand the reason for
his decision. He had repeatedly given in to the whims of
Sullivan for the past few years, and to have the latter side
against him with Carte hurt him very much, from what may be
gathered from their correspondence, Gilbert had been actually
fond of the younger man, and beneath his gruff exterior he was
capable of feelings more sensitive than he cared, to show. lie
and Sullivan had made D’Oyly Carte the successful business man
that he was, and their desertion so inflamed him that he took
the matter to court and won the case.
21 Goldberg, p,403«

During the ensuing t o years, Gilbert and Sullivan went
their separate ways. "7h.il e the former was enjoying a reason-
ably successful season with his serious librettos, notably
"The liountebanks
"
produced with Alfred Cellier, Sullivan
fulfilled his life-long ambition wi th the production of
"Ivanhoe*" Although neither was particularly outstanding
without the other, it was noticeable that Gilbert without
Sullivan fared better than Sullivan without Gilbert. After
unsatisfactorily contacting two new young writers, James
22
Barrie, and Bernard Shaw, D’Oyly Carte arranged a business
conference with Gilbert and Sullivan with good results and
the two agreed to work together once more.
The new production, "Utopia, Limited", opened at the
Savoy Theatre on October ?, 1893. Although it was to run
only eight months, the debut met with unanimous praise,
even from the press. The joy felt by theater-goers at see-
ing the partners reconciled was made evident by the wild
applause as they took their curtain calls together, and
this feeling was no doubt more than partially responsible
for the praise which the opera received, for actually it
was not comparable to some of their former productions.
Gilbert had drawn heavily upon his old material
,
his wit
was more caustic than ever, and the humor was forced. The
piece was a satire of contemporary English customs, trans-
ferred, as in "Gulliver’s Travels", to a far-off island.
22 Pearson, p.221

ci.rlic.men1
,
tne Amy and. Havy, the Victorian drawing room* and
o"fc—er notable Insti outions of English life net with his harsh
criticism, and for the most part
,
the satirical witticisms
were the only cause of laughter. There were no new character-
izations. Tarara, Public Exploder to His llajesty, is merely
j.~o-. o in another seating, and xrincess Zara is a more up - 1 o -
aa^e Ida. Captain Sir Edward Corcoran, I transferred
from the Pinafore, "boasts that he never runs a ship ashore.
"
.That
,
never?” ask the Utopians. The similarities seem to
represent a clutching at the last straw.
The action takes place in Utopia r/here everything is
running smoothly until king Paramount learns of the existence
of England and orders that "the Utopian language he abolished
from his court, and that all communications henceforward be
made in the English tongue So impressed is he with the
country that he sends his daughter Zar... to be educated there,
and appoints an English governess, Lady Sophy-, for the two
younger daughters at home,
ai/hile Zara is gone, the king’s life is not a happy one
for his two wi semen, who rule him completely, force him to
write anonymously for ’’The Palace Peeper” choice bits of
scandal and other denouncements about his character. Al-
though he has his secret agents buy up all the copies of
the paper before it can reach the people, he lives in the
constant fear that a few copies may be overlooked. "I
always like to look on the humorous side of things,” he
r
soliloquizes, ""but I do not think I ought to he required to
write libels on my own character, naturally I see the joke of
it -anybody would- hut Zara’s coming home today,., and I should
he sorry if "The Palace Peeper" got into her hands#" his fear
is realized, however, when Lady Sophy, with whom he is in love
is given a copy and demands that the culprit who writes the
articles he punished# Her request is a difficult one to ful-
fill.
Princess Zara, returning home with several imported
"flowers of progress" from England, promises to help her
father remedy the situation. He listens with great respect
to the plans of the English government representatives, and
although he agrees to the idea of "companification" for
Utopia, he remarks, "Tell, at first sight it strikes us as
dishonest, hut if it’s good enough for virtuous England -the
first commercial countr2r in the world- it’s good enough for us
At the Drawing Room, the "flowers of progress" have
lined the chairs like the Christy kinstrels# "You are not
making fun of us?" asks the king. "This is in accordance with
the practice at the court of St. James?" Trouble soon occurs,
however, when Scaphic and Phantis, the thwarted wi semen,
announce that all the neighboring nations have disarmed so'
that war is impossible, the laws are so strict that there is
no crime, and that the doctors, affected by the sanitary laws,
are starving. Princess Zara then remembers
essential element has been forgotten.
that the most

11 Government "by party!" she exclaims. 11 Introduce that
great and glorious element -at once the bulwark and foundation
of England’s greatness- and all will be weHi L:o political
measures mil endure, because one Party will assuredly undo
all that the other Party has done}.,, then there will be sick-
ness in plenty, endless lawsuits, crowded jails, interminable
confusion in the Army and ITavy, and
,
in short, general and
unexampled prosperity! " - Peace is soon reigning in Utopia,
and ICing Paramount praises England as he gaily sings:
Oh, we copy all her maxims wise,
And imitate her virtues and her charities}
And may we
,
by d e gr e es , ac c limat i z
e
Her Parliamentary peculiarities!
By doing so, we shall, in course of time.
Regenerate completely our entire land-
Great Eritain is that monarchy sublime,
To which some add (but others do not) Ireland,
Satire was the keynote of the whole opera, while the
romantic interest played a small part. Princess Zara and
Captain Eitz-Battleaxe encounter no obstacles in their path
of true love, and the younger girls, after viewing the un-
dignified capers of their governess, willingly dispense
with the English code of behavior In which thejr have been
schooled to enjoy a flirtation with two of the "flowers of
progress, 11 Matters of governmental interest predominate and
as little relief is offered, the effect becomes heavy. Hr.
Goldbury’s explanation of ’’companification"
,
for example.
does not have the flavor of " I am the very model of a mod.ern
Haj or-General"
,
for although it is amusing, the political
I*
satire is not as appealing as the personal. One of the most
enjoyable bits of satire in the production is on the manners
of young ladies:
76
English girls of well bred notions
Shun all unrehearsed emotions.
English girls of highest class
Practice them before the glass.
On the whole, Gilbert’s subjects for raillery were too
localized and were not interspersed with enough pleasantry
to make "Utopia, Limited" a lasting favorite.
neither Gilbert nor Sullivan had any intention of doing
another opera together, and it was only at the suggestion of
L’Oyly Carte that they began work on "The Grand Luke.” Por
the first time in their existence as a partnership neither
displayed any enthusiasm whatsoever for his own or the other’s
contribution, and the feeling was reflected in their work.
Gilbert’s genius appeared to have been wearing out in writing
the opera, for while the plot was more unified than that of
"Utopia", there was a lack of originality throughout. The
metrical arrangements and rhyme schemes were as clever as
usual, but constant use had caused them to lose a portion
of their former appeal. Gilbert resorted to a sausage roll
as a source of humor, which, for the most part, was forced,
and the characters had none of the qualities which endeared
their predecessors to Savoy audiences. Tie longest opera of
the series, it ran for only one hundred and twenty- three per
formances, after its premiere at the Savoy on 1,larch 7, L'96,
JA - <?
*
The story is of the members of a theatrical troupe who
plan to depose the Grand Duhe Rudolph of Pfennig Halbpfennig
and elect in his place their manager, Ernest Dumpkoff. By
mistake, however, Ludwig, a loyal member of the troupe, re-
veals to the Duke’s detective the secret symbol of the con-
spirators, a sausage roll. Angered at the offender, the
company think he should he punished '..hen a notary proposes
that Ernest and Ludwig fight a statutory duel whereby the
man who dr. ws the lower card becomes a legal "ghoest”
,
for-
feiting his worldly goods to the winner and losing his iden-
tity, although he is allowed to exist. As the laws of
Pfennig Halbpfennig expire at the end of every hundred
years and in twenty-four hours a new century begins, the
winner can apologize to the Duke for the plot, announce
that the conspirator is dead, and on the next day when
the law has expired, and the loser has regained, his iden-
tity, the plot can be carried out. The idea is hailed
with enthusiasm as an improvement on the old methods, and
Ludwig says
,
"I hate a duel with pistols. It’s not the
ball I mind, it’s the bang I"
In the meantime, the Grand Duke is planning his marriage
to Baroness Krakenfeldt although he is rather ill from the
effects of low living. "I hope I’m not doing a foolish
thing in getting married," he inuses. "After all, it’s the
poor heart that never rejoices, and this wedding of mine is

I’ve allowed myself since my Christen-tile first little treat
ingv*' His thoughts are disturb eel when he learns that the
detective who has overheard a plot on his life was so con-
vulsed with laughter that he let the conspirator escape.
"In the future I’ll hire nothing hut Scotchmen*" he sohs.
It is Ludwig, who having won the first duel, has cone to
apologize, and he suggests a second statutory duel to re-
lieve the unhappy Lube of his troubles on the day scheduled
for the plot to take place. Ludwig wins again, an . x.'olph
becomes a "ghoest" until the law expires on the next day.
As Grand Duke, Ludwig finds himself encumbered with
three of Rudolph’s lady friends as well as his own bride-
to-be, and to make matters worse, he has revived the laws
for another century. Hie complications of handling four
angry ladies is suddenly brought to an end when Rudolph,
tired of his technical status, denounces Ludwig as an
imposter. Everyone, with the exception of the Baroness
whom the Luke has jilted for the Princess of Lonte Carlo,
becomes happily united in matrimony.
The opera did not compare to the standards of Gilbert
and Sullivan. It contained much .more dialogue uninterrupted
by melodies which caused it to be drawn out and tedious, and
the music itself was comparatively undistinguished . Lew, if
any songs from "The Grand Luke" were worth special mention.
One of the best is Rudolph 1 s patter song which actually has
little bearing on the story:
5t A
Then you’ve got a "beehive in your head.
And a sewing machine in each ear,
And you feel that you’ve eaten your "bed.
And you’ve got a had headache down here-
When such facts are about
And these symptoms you find
In your body or crown-
,/e 11, you ’ d better 1 o oh out
,
You may make up your mind
You had better lie down!
Ludwig’s academic outpouring in the second act is entertaining
to ree.d but is rather heavy to the listening audience:
At the outset I may mention It’s ray sovereign Intention
To revive the classic memories of Athens at its best,
for the company possesses all the necessary dresses,
And a course of quiet cramming will supply us with the
We’ve a choir hyporchematic (that is, ballet ( rest »
o_ eratic
)
./ho respond to the choreutae of that cultivated age,
And our clever chorus master, all but captious criticaster
Would accept as the choregus of the early Attic stage.
This return to classic ages is considered in their wages,
Which are always calculated by the day or by the week-
And I’ll pay ’em (if they’ll bc,ck me) all in oboloi and
( drachmae
,
Which they’ll get (if they prefer it) at the Kalends
that are Greek!
As far as the characters were concerned, the Baroness
3 merely another Katisha rd th not s,s much will of her own*
The only outstanding quality of Rudolph was his love of
economy, while Ernest Dumpkoff and Ludwig were equally
entertaining in the capacity of "ghoests”
.
Both Gilbert
and Sullivan were aware that each had done work Inferior
to his talents,
wound s of pride
"S •
O# I
and the sense of failure reopened the old
and jealousy* Again the two 'ent their
Sullivan spent the greater part of his time
whi 1 e Gi lb ert
,
social gatherings and composed little,

turning once more to plajrs
,
in 1907, four years before his
death
,
was knighted by Ydward VII, an honor "d ich he claimed
was merely "a sort of impalpable old age pension,” nut
nevertheless, gratefully accepted.
Although it was after bitter words that Gilbert and
Sullivan parted for the last tine, their ^riends were happy
to bnow that ten days before the death Sullivan on
"November 22, 1900, a letter expressing only concern and
24
affection for his friend arrived from Gilbert, who
,
also
in an enfeebled condition, was unable to go to London for
what would have been their last visit. They were never to
see each other again, and so ended a fruitful period in the
history of comic opera.
An attempt to compare the relative merits of the famous
author and composer is futile, for w? ile it is agreed that
Gilbert was the greater man, Sullivan the greater artist,
one realizes that only together were they capable of the
harmonious production which has made the name "Gilbert and
Sullivan" renowned the world over.
23 Garb and Grey, p.196.
24 Herbert Sullivan and ITewraan Lower, Sir Arthur Sulliv n;
His Life, Letters, and. Jiary
, ( introduction by Arnold Lennett)
L oran G ompany
,
'
: ew York, 1927, p . 1 2 7
,
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Gi rbertism

Looking at Gilbert and Sullivan series as a whole, one is
able to pick out qualities that are essentially Gilbertian.
At some instances reflected in the author’s method of treat-
ment are his personal feelings, although only in Jack Point do
we find the real Gilbert, and it is interesting to make note
of any evidence that brings to light the paradoxical nature
that was Gilbert’s. A matter of common supposition is that
the satire in the Gilbert and Sullivan series was directed at
specific individuals and institutions prominent at the
particular period, and that the criticism expresse in the
operas was responsible for drastic changes in the status of
the persons or objects referred to. This, however, was not
wholly the case. It is true that Gilbert spared not even
royalty when he found a subject worthy of his attention, yet
the only change that is said to have occurred at his subtle
suggestion was the serving of tea and biscuits in the drawing
room at Windsor Castle after the Prince of Wales had seen
"Utopia, Limited*" As for specific individuals, Gilbert
remarked in a letter to Sullivan that Sir Joseph Porter’s lack
of personality would probably do away with any suspicion that
W. H. Smith, Disraeli’s newly appointed Hirst Lord of the
Admiralty, was the intended model. It did not, however, but
while Smith became the butt of many good-natured jokes, he did
not lose his position. There is no doubt whatsoever that
Oscar Wilde and Swinburne were the intended subjects for
public ridicule in the opera "Patience" for the leading actors

were made up to resemble them as nearly as possible and it was
only at the last moment that Algernon Grosvenor became
Archibald when Gilbert learned of the existence of a real
Algernon Grosvenor prominent in society. The aesthetic move-
ment had nearly played itself out, however, when Gilbert
attacked it, and although he may have been partially respons-
ible for its final death, it is not correct to suppose that
"Patience'' 1 was the cause of the downfall of aestheticism*
Gilbert’s characters are not human. They are fairies whose
shadows may bear, upon occasion, a great resemblance to people
down through the ages, but no mortal, although he may hear
echoes of their laughter in fairyland, will ever meet them
face to face.
There is no denying the fact that Gilbert’s chief satire
is on contemporary conventions, but one notices that he
usually concludes the operas by implying that the change is
disadvantageous after all. by turning the world upside down,
he satirizes existing social conditions and dispels all ideas
which do not hold up under his severe logic with which he is
able to prove "that yes is but a neater form of no « l* This
logic often causes the turning point of the opera, as for
example, when the Lord Chancellor in "lolanthe" proves to
himself that it is perfectly correct for him to marry his own
ward, but first he has subjected himself to a cross examination
Can he honestly give consent to the marriage? Can he marry
without his consent? If he does the latter, should he commit
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himself for contempt of his own court, and would it he fair to
move for arrest of his own judgment? It is again logic that
removes the curse of the Murgatroyd haronets, who, unless they
commit a crime a day will die a horrible death,
of his deceased uncle, Robin reveals the happy idea that has
occurred to him: refusal to commit the daily crime is actually
suicide, but as suicide is a crime itself, the uncle ought
never to have died at all. liven the witch who originally
imposed the sentence could not have answered such a statement.
Everything breaks down before his logic, even the institutions
of Utopia.
Gilbert’s favorite subjects for satire are brought out in
his treatment of men, women, and ideas. The most famous
character that he was ever to create was the inimitable jack of
all trades, Pooh-Bah. Social climbing, ancestral worshipping
Pooh-Bah has become a symbol of hypocrisy, avarice, false pride
and verbalism. Here we see Gilbert ridiculing the man who so
much desires to have a finger in every pie that he unknowingly
sacrifices his intelligence and self-respect to fulfill his
ambition. "!_y family pride is something inconceivable: I can’t
help it. I was born sneering. But I struggle hard to overcome
this defect. I mortify my pride continaully. . . I dance at chea
suburban parties for a moderate fee. I accept refreshments at
any hands, however lowly. I also retail State secrets at a low
figure ...*' 1 he informs Hanki-Poo, and as the latter hands him
money, adds "Another insult, and I think a light onei" It is
» » s e
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Ko-Ko who does the thinking in the Japanese court, and Pooh-
Bah, so concerned with maintaining his pride, usually agrees
to any scheme. One of Gilbert's most amusing scenes is the
one in which Pooh-Bah as Eirst Lord of the Treasury, Lord
Chief Justice, Commander-in-Chief
,
Lord. High Admiral, Haster
of the Buckhounds, Groom of the Backstairs, Archbishop of
Titipu and Lord mayor, experiences difficulty in performing
all his duties in arranging for Ko-Ko 1 s wedding.
Ko-Ko
»
- Pooh-Bah, it seems that the festivities in
connection with my approaching marriage must last a week. I
should like to do it handsomely, and I want to consult you as
to the amount I ought to spend upon them,
Po oh-B ah
,
- Certainly. In which of my capacities? As
Eirst Lord of the Treasury, Lord Chamberlain, Attorney General,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Privy Purse, or Private Secretary?
Ko-Ko . - Suppose we say as Private Secretary.
Pooh-Bah. - Speaking as your Private Secretary, I should
say that as the city will have to pay for it, do not stint
yourself, do it well.
I o-Ko . - Exactly, as the city will have to pay for it.
That is your advice.
Pooh-Bah . - As Private Secretary. Cf course, you will
understand that, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, I am hound,
to see that due economy is observed.
Ko-Ko . - Chi But you said just now "do not stint your-
self, do it well".
Pooh-Bah . - As Private Secretarjr.
Ko-Ko . - And now you say that due economy must be
observed.
Pooh-Bah .- As Chancellor of the Exchequer.
.
0-1:0 .— I see...
Gilbert makes the most of the situation in which this
*
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zealous public servant meets the three little maids to poke fun
at people who consider snobbery to be one of the virtues
necessary to high social position. "What do you want me to o.o
to them?" he asks Ko-Ko in alarm. "Mind, I will not kiss them.*
Ko -Ko . - ho, no, you shan’t kiss them; a little bow - a
mere nothing - you needn’t mean it you know... Come, come, make
an effort, there’s a good nobleman.
Pooh-Bah . - Well, I shan’t mean it. (with a great effort)
Kow de do, little girls, how de do? - Oh, my, protoplasmal
ancestor J... I’m not in the habit of saying "How de do, little
girls, how de do?" to anybody under the rank of a Stockbroker."
The qualities that Pooh-Bah represents, although they
would never be found in one person, are excellent subjects for
human nature as he saw it among his fellow Victorians. There
are Pooh-Bah’s in every generation, however, a fact that has
caused this character to be always well received.
Gilbert’s man are not all caricatures either and there are
several who, in various ways, personify his ideals of common
sense. Don Alhambra, the Grand Inquisitor, for example,
represents a man liberal in his personal life, for the Don does
not object to a gondolier’s slapping him on the back, but
conservative as far as equality in political life is concerned,
a fact which is illustrated by his belief that a Lord High
Chancellor may play leapfrog, but not with his cook. The idea
was appealing to Gilbert who, although he advocated levelling
of the ranks in Topsy-turveydom, supported the English standard
of nobility and social rank. Private Willis, an exemplary
soldier, is the only down to earth mortal in "Iolanthe* 1.’ It is
he, who after
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just as their leaders tell ’era to,',' remarks,
"Every hoy and every gal
That’s horn into the world alive
Is either a little Liberal
Or else a little Conservative."
Eor a closer glimpse into the real Gilbert, one must look
at the melancholy merryman, Jack Point . he is, perhaps, one of
the most misunderstood characters in the series for he has no
outstanding vices as has Pooh-Bah, nor is he an oracle of
common sense. A jester by profession, the Pagliacchi of Gilbert
and Sullivan must laugh although his heart is breaking. Like
his creator who did not meet with approval when he veered from
comedy, Jack Point says "I am a salaried wit; and is there
aught in nature more ridiculous? A poor, dull, heart-broken
man, who must needs be merry, or he will be whipped; who must
rejoice, lest he starve; v/ho must jest you, jibe you, quip you,
crank you, wrack you, riddle you from hour to hour, from day to
day, from year to year, lest he dwindle, perish, starve, pine,
and dieJ Why, when there’s naught else to laugh at, I laugh at
myself till I ache for it I
"
Was this the echo of Gilbert’s
voice when he realized that Savoy audiences wanted only laughter
from him? Poor Jack is truly an Englishman to the very end,
when he tries in his misery not to lend a bitter note to the
happiness of Elsie, the girl he loves but did not know how to
woo, and falls unconscious at her feet.
There is an air of frankness about a few of Gilbert’s male
characters which was probs.bly quite oreign to the age. Unlike
the type of self-made man who attributes his success to only his
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own abilities, Sir Joseph Porter tells in great detail how he
polished up the handle of the big front door, wore clean
collars and voted as his party advised him. "Stick close to
your desks and never go to sea, And you may be Rulers of tne
Queen’s Haveel" he advises the "Pinafore's" cr ew. Equally as
candid is the judge in "Trial by Jury" who admits that success
did not come to him through his own merits but because he
married a rich attorney’s elderly, ugly daughter who could
"very well pass for forty -three in the dusk, with a light
behind her!" He acknowledges the fact that when he became rich,
and found his wife an incubus, he calmly threw her over. Some-
what less important but nevertheless honest is Major General
Stanley who makes no attempt to hide the fact that his ancestors
are his by purchase or that his military knowledge "has only
been brought down to the beginning of the century." Ko-Ko, who
has attained the high position of Lord High Executioner by the
command of the Mikado, thinks his rise from the tailor’s life
is a great joke. These men are not wholly subjects of Topsy-
turveydom nor are they true Victorians.
Of Gilbert’s villains there is little to be said. Dick
Deadeye, being the most realistic, is the most despised of the
lot. A milder type of culprit, however, and always much more
popular is Richard Dauntless, the John Alden of Gilbert and
Sullivan who wins the fair young maiden for himself, at least
temporarily. His bluff, easy-going style proves to be but "a
mere veneer" when he meets Rose May bud, the lass he has promised
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to win for Ms foster Mother. !, Let your heart he your compass,
with a clear conscience for your binnacle light, and you’ll
sail ten knots on a bowline, clear of shoals, rocks, and quick-
sand s • " he advi s e s the i nno c ent Robin.
11 If you wish in the world to advance
,
Your merits you’re bound to enhance
You must stir it and stump it,
And blow your own trunret,
Or, trust me you haven’t a chance."
How contrarjr to the advice of Sir Joseph Porteri It is the
disappointed Richard who later reveals the identity of Robin,
hoping to win back the fickle Rose when his rival is committing
his daily c r ime
.
A clever but not too distasteful pair of villains are
Scaphio and Phantis, the Wise Men of Utopia, who are actually
the governing powers behind the throne. Although they threaten
to turn good King Paramount over to the Public Exploder for
dynamiting if he does not agree to their demands, one can not
hate them too much for their motives are based purely on good
humor. As Phantis assures the King, "It’s not every monarch
who enjoys the privilege of undoing by night all the despotic
absurdities he’s committed during the day," when the latter
is in doubt whether or not the idea of a comic opera
burlesquing his Royal Peculiarities is a good one.
Gilbert’s treat' lent of young women is another matter. In
no Victorian drawing room could there be found a more decorous
group of girls that Patience, Rose IPMbud, Yum-Yum, or the
daughters of Major-General Stanley. They all conform to the
no
code the author insisted upon backstage at the Savoy. Patience,
who never knows what love is until she meets Archibald Grosvenor
is one of the most loyal slaves to duty, thinking it selfish to
marry the poet whose beauteous perfection she loves. Rose, on
the other hand, is willing to marry the man nearest at hand,
despite her adherence to the etiquette book. She is represented
as one of the weakest of Gilbert’s female characters, and her
sweet innocence is worth little consideration in view of her
instability of affection. Yum-Yum is not so strongly bound by
her sense of duty and indulges in a bit of affectionate by-play
with Nanki-Poo, although she may be excused on the grounds that
she has just returned from a hard year at school. The daughters
of Major-General Stanley have so thoroughly memorized the code
for young ladies that they are humiliated to be discovered bv
Frederic each with one shoe off.
More up-to-date but far less appealing than her Victorian
sisters is Princess Ida who possesses few womanly qualities.
She confesses her love for Hilarion only when reminded that the
human race would soon diminish if young ladies were to
substitute education for husbands. One suspects that Hilarion’s
home life, in a few years, would not be an altogether happy one.
Phoebe is the only girl whose noble sacrifice is an honest one,
and the disgust she feels in caressing the jailor to save the
man she loves is evidence of this fact. The most human of this
younger group, Phoebe is the only girl whose virtue is not
rewarded. The most modern of all are the gondoliers* brides,
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Tessa, and Giannetta, who? when they learn of the social advance
ment that m&y "befall them, display a spirit of self-reliance
comparable to that of any of their twentieth c entury sisters*
The only occasion upon which Gilbert choses to criticize the
deportment of the English girls occurs in "Utopia” where
reserve is carried to such an extreme that it makes mere
automatons of the young princesses* His satire on the subject
is delightful, but he atones for any slight that his favorite
persons may have felt with the song, "The sautiful English
Girl."
Her soul is sweet as the ocean air,
Eor prudery knows no haven there;
To find mock modesty, please apply
To the conscious blush and the downcast eye.
Go search the world and search the sea,
Then come you home and sing with me.
There's no such gold and no such pearl
As a bright and beautiful English girl*
One sees in Gilbert's dealing with older women another
effect of conflicting emotions, for while the sweet young
things meet only with an almost fatherly attention at his
hands, the spinsters are the victims of his mockery* They
may be found on their never-ending man hunts in nearly every
opera, but Lady Jane and Katisha are presented as the most
desperate of all. One feels sorry for Jane as she mournfully
views her reflection in the mirror:
Hading is the taper waist,
Shapeless grows the shapely limb,
And although severely laced,
Spreading is the figure trim!
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Stouter than I used to he,
Sciix more corpulent grow I
i'nere will he too much of me
in the coming hy and by l
She is more genteel than the tiger-like Katisha who comes
thundering after her prey. Distasteful as she may have heen to
the Viet orian audiences
,
Katisha is the most cleverly drawn of
Gilbert’s women characters. Jealous and unlovely, she stalks
Nanki-Foo with untiring zeal. There is more to her than meets
the eye, she informs the Lords of Japan who wonder at her
pursuit. "I have a left shoulder-blade that is a miracle oi
loveliness. People come miles to see it. My right elbow has a
fascination that few can resist... As for my circulation, it
is the largest in the world.” Ko-Ko, about to make her an
offer of marriage, begs mercy, but there is no mercy in the
heart of Katisha for she has been robbed of her game. "It takes
years to train a man to love me," she cries, "am I to go
through the weary round again...?" She recovers with little
difficulty her customary domineering personality after the
tearful effects of "Tit-Willow", and answers Ko-Ko’s question
that a maid will "last a good deal longer when she’s tough,"
offering her own blood-thirsty charms as proof. Katisha is the
most bitter caricature of old age to come from Gilbert's pen,
and the one for which he was most severely attacked. Perhaps
it was hard for him to realize that all little maids, no matter
ho v/ proper, are going to grow old, and although he never
allowed in his operas the more common situation of the elderly
man pursuing the young girl, he never lost an opportunity to
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decry the older ladies - not in strict accordance with
propriety of his own or any age.
Because a character was of royal "birth did not prevent
Gilbert from indulging in his customary form of raillery. We
are assured that in his private life he had no feelings hostile
to royalty or the social system of England and paid the usual
deference - "with all our faults, we love our Queen" - hut if a
king or duke in the operas possessed a notable human weakness
his position presented no obstacle to Gilbert. One of the most
interesting of his monarchs is the Mikado, that great and.
virtuous man whose devotion to philanthropic ideas is his most
outstanding habit. "To make each prisoner pent and unwillingly
represent a source of innocent merriment" is his plan for
letting the punishment fit the crime.
The billiard sharp whom any one catches,
Eis doom’s extremely hard-
Ee’s made to dwell-
In a dungeon cell
On a spot that’s always barred
And there he plays extravagant matches
In fitless finger stalls
On cloth untrue,
With a twisted cue
And elliptical billiard balls!
The Mikado is blessed with Gilbertian logic which has caused
him to reprieve Ko-Eo , "seeing no moral difference between the
dignified judge who condemns a criminal to die, and the
industrious mechanic who carries out the sentence , " and to
make every judge his own executioner. Benevolent ano. gooo
natured, he invites to tea the criminals whom he has previously
-.
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condemned to 'boil in oil. The ld.ks.do , however, makes no
pretense at "being real and the qualities that he possesses are
so exaggerated that one wonders how the Japanese could
possibly have taken offense.
King Hildebrand is too good to be true, in Gilbert and
Sullivan, at any rate. He exhibits no peculiarities whatsoever*
behaves as a real king should, and consequently has become,
topsy-turvev like, the one lone white sheep in the otherwise
black flock. His neighbor, King Gama, whose caustic tongue
has made him many an enemy is happy when, like his creator,
his bitter epigrams and witticisms reach their mark, Quite in
contrast to Gama is lovable old King Paramount whose appreci-
ation of the ridiculous has somewhat relieved him of the strain
that his position as ruler of Utopia entails, forced to
damage his reputation by writing scandal about himself is one
of the best jokes ever, if looked at from the proper point of
view, and he is the one king who is still not too old to take
an interest in the ladies even though they be below his station,
Hot in the same class with these monarchs are Harco and
Giuseppe who, one must remember, are only gondoliers and who
are very willing to return to their native country after
enjoying a short Republican rule.
Gilbert's two dukes are both rather impoverished - the
Duke of Plaza Toro because, no doubt, he has not been very
ecenomical, Duke Rudolph, because he has been too much so.
Roth endeavor to maintain their dignity, however, and both are

engaged in schemes to lighten their pecuniary misfortunes.
The "very knowing, easy going" Duke of Plaza Toro and his
Duchess give examples of the means in which they add to the
ducal income:
Duke: Poundati on- stone laying
I find very paying,
It adds a large sum to my rnakings-
At chari ty dinners
The "best of speech spinners,
I get ten per cent of the takings-
Duch: I write letters "blatant
On medicines patent
And use any other you mustn’t
And vow ny oo:
...
lexica
Derives its perfection
Prom somebody’s soap - Thick. it doesn’t
Doth: In short, if you’d kindle
The spark of a swindle,
Lure simpletons into your clutches-
Yes, into your clutches
Or hood wink a debtor
You cannot do better
Than trot out a Duke or a Duchess
J
There is a vestige of truth in Gilbert’s humor which the true
Victorian, if he suspected it at all would certainly never sing
about. The Grand Duke of Pfennig Kalbpfennig confines his
miserly efforts to insisting that all courting be done in the
market place in order to raise the rents for, of course, opera
glasses are a grand ducal monopoly. "Under the circumstances,
would you allow me to put my arm around your waist?" he begs
the Daroness. "As a source of income 1 Just oncej"
"But it’s so very embarrassing. Think of the opera

glasses i
"
she protests
it
not
“Put my good girl, that’s just what I am thinking of.
all, we must give them something for their money! “ There
too much of topsy-turvey in Rudolph. Although his whims
Kang
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exaggerated he can he found in every walk of life, and Gilbert
thought nothing of bestowing him with high position.
The family, which, one gathers, was a very important part
of Victorian life, was neglected, for the most part, by Gilbert.
Although she is a fairy, Iolanthe is the greatest mother to be
found in the operas. To save the happiness of her son, she
reveals her identity to the Lord Chancellor knowing that the
price of doing so is her life. To the husband who, believing
she is dead, and planning himself to marry Phyllis, she pleads;
Ke loves! If in the bygone years
Thine eyes have ever shed
Tears - bitter, unavailing tears,
Tor one untimely dead-
If, in the eventide of life,
Sad thoughts of her arise,
Then let the memory of thy wife
Plead for my boy - he dies!
Ee dies! If fonder laid aside
In some old cabinet
Memories of thy long-dead bride
Lie, dearly treasured yet,
Then let her hallowed bridal dress-
Her little dainty gloves-
Eer withered flowers - her faded tress-
Plead for my boy - he loves!
Mrs. Partlet, before she has been made a victim of the love
philtre of John TT. 7/ells, does her utmost to promote a romance
between her daughter Constance and Dr. Daly, the curate. 7ith
all the tact of a doting mother who has a daughter of almost
9*
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marriageable age, Mrs. Partlet engages the solitary bachelor in
conversation about her bashful offspring.
Mrs. P
.
-Ah . sir, I’m afraid I shall soon lose her!
hr . D
.
- Pear me, you pain me very much. Is she delicate?
Mrs. P. - Gh no, sir, I don't mean that, but young girls
look to get married.
Dr . P. - Oh, I take you. To be sure. But there's plenty of
time for that. Pour or five years hence, Mrs. Partlet, four or
five years hence . But when the time does come, I shall have the
pleasure of marrying her myself...
Con. - Oh, Mother!
Dr . P
.
- To some stropping young fellow in her own rank of
life.
Con. - (In tears) He does not love me!
Mrs. P. - I have often wondered, reverend sir, (if you'll
excuse the liberty) that you have never married.
• • • • 00 00
Dr . P - ... Ha! Ha! No, Mrs. Partlet my mind is quite made
up. I shall live and die a solitary old bachelor.
Con. - Oh, Mother, Mother.
Mrs. P . - Come, come, dear one, don't fret. At a more
fitting time we will try again - we will try again!
Would that Phoebe Meryll had had a mother like Mrs. Partlet,
or the Duchess of Plaza-Toro to give her such excellent advice
on the secret of a happy marriage. Poor Phoebe, however, had
only a father and a brother, who could hardly have been expected
to understand the longing in her lonely heart. Sergeant Meryll,
while a kind father did not realize the blow dealt to happiness
when he caused the release of Colonel Pairfax - release prompted
by a sense of gratitude that Gilbert's characters seldom show.
One suspects that Captain Corcoran is concerned only with his
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daughter’s financial well-being in advising her not to marry
Ralph Rackstraw although he would not have her think so. "In a
matter of the heart I would not coerce my daughter - I attach
but little value to rank or wealth, but the line must be drawn
somewhere, n he tells the weeping Josephine as he hands her a
photograph of Sir Joseph to bring to a more reasonable frame of
mind. With the same good intentions, model Major-General
Stanley resorts to trickery to save his daughters from marrying
the Pirates of Penzance, and it is only when it is revealed that
those luckless gentlemen are noblemen gone wrong does he change
his mind saying:
"Peers will be peers and youth will have its fling.
Resume your ranks and legislative duties.
And take my daughters, all of whom are beauties."
Gilbert’s attitude toward these well-meaning parents is purely
conventional. There is no topsy-turveydom in a father’s
desiring the best for his children, although probably few would
ever use the Corcoran or Stanley methods to obtain it.
Never at his best when dealing with sentiment, Gilbert
compromised by including one scene showing a tender exchange of
vows by the young lovers, to assuage the public taste, and by
finally marrying everyone off at random to prove his own lack of
sympathy with romance. This feeling was reflected in his work,
for while he usually included a few lines of supposedly heartfelt,
rapture, he ?/ould quickly revert to topsy-turvey and the
ridiculous
. Some of Gilbert’s love lyrics lend a harmonious
contrast to the patter songs, and taken apart from the operas,
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they sound, like the work of a -poet rather than a jester.
Patience’s ballad to love is a good example of the sweeter side
of the writer’s natur e
:
Love is a plaintive song,
Sung by a suffering raid,
Telling a tale of wrong,
Telling of hope betrayed;
Tuned to each changing 'note,
Sorry when he is sad,
Blind to his every mote
Merry when he is glad;
Love that is wrong can cure,
Love that is always new
,
Love is the love that’s pure
That is the love that’s true!
The fairy Queen sounds almost like Gilbert herself as she sings:
Oh, amorous dove.’
Tyne of Ovidius haso I
This heart of mine
Is soft as thine
Although I dare not say sol
and follows this bit of tender sentiment with:
On fire that glows
With heat intense
T turn the hose
Cf coo.ion sense
And out it goes
At small expense .’
The love scene in the ’'Mikado” of hank i -Poo and Yum-Yum is
one of the best as the couple gaze longingly arc each other from
opposite sides of the stage. Since Yum-Yum is soon to marry
Ko-Ko perhaps it is all for the best.
"Here you not to Ko-Ko plighted
,
I would say in tender tone,
"Loved one, let us be united -
Let us be each other’s own!"
I would merge all rank and station,
Wordly sneers are naught to us,
And, to mark my admiration,
I would fondly kiss you thus -
(Kisses her.
)
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Luiz and Casilda are the only other convincing lovers, and the
seeming futility of their love is lightened "by a touch of humor
as they recall past embraces with a propriety that would appeal
to the most critical audience:
Oh, bury, bury, let the gave close o’er
The days that were - that never will be morel
Oh, bury, bury love that all condemn
And let the whirlwind mourn its requiem!
In the same opera. Tessa and Giannetta are chosen by their loving
gondoliers in a game of blind man’s buff. There is no love
scene, however, and the two couples are promptly separated after
their hasty marriage so that they have no opportunity to display
their affection. Although ’’Princess Ida" is the opera most free
from sentiment, it contains one of the most beautiful ballads on
the subject of idealistic love in the Gilbert and Sullivan
series, in part due to the quality of Sullivan’s music.
Expressive glances
Shall be our lances
And pops of Sillery
Cur light artillery
We’ll storm their bowers
With scented showers
Cf fairest flowers
That we can buy.
It were profanit2r
Por poor humanity
To treat as vanity
The sway of love.
In no locality
Or principality
Is our mortality
ri.tsj sway above.
While the most amusing scene is Ko-To’s wooing of Katisha,
perhaps the most pitiful is the one in which Phoebe is found

weeping over the loss of Colonel Fairfax to another, thus
bringing the realization to Wilfred that he has been betrayed.
Fearing that he will injure the reputation of her father, she
agrees to marry the ugly little man whom she despises. "Stay*
one word" she says in despair, "...I will be thy wife!"
'7il . Is that sure?
Flip e
.
Aye, sure enough, for there’s no
help for itj Thou art a very brute -
but even brutes must marry, I suppose,
~7il, I.Iy beloved. (embraces her)
Iho
.
(aside) XJghi
In his love scenes Gilbert shows himself to be a strict
believer in convention and his characters, gay little fairies
carolling the ballads of true love, would be out of ple.ce among
the realistic settings of the twentieth century stage. By
living ©.part, however, and making no attempt to become mortal,
they have outlived their saccharin Victorian contemporaries
whose sentimentalism has become the laughing stock of the
present generation. Luckily for him, although he did not think
so at the time, Gilbert could not evince the same charm when he
veered from the comic, and his sentimental pieces were stilted
and cold. To progress no farther than Topsy-turveydom was a
continual source of annoyance to him throughout his lifetime,
but it was impossible Topsy-turveydom that gained for him the
reputation as a comic-poet that he holds today.
There is a wealth of material in the Gilbertian characters
as grotesque, simple, or incongruous as they may be. He had a
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talent for combining all the characteristics of the systems,
institutions or individuals needed to suit his purpose, and
from the combination emerged the familiar patterns with which
we are all acquainted. Gilbert’s own life afforded him many
opportunities for observation and his characters, whether of
naval, army, or legal background are technically correct in all
details. There is something of Gilbert himself in them, too.
Ee bears a slight resemblance to Dick Deadeyej he appears for
a brief moment in the garb of the Pirate King, or perhaps
stands the midnight watch with Private Jillis; he is at times
not too unlike both Bunthorne and Grosvenor whom he professes
to ridicule; there is no doubt that he often masks as ling
Gama, and he possesses more than a deep sympathy for Jack
Point. He is in all of them, and yet they are not real, nor do
they pretend to be.
As is customary in every age, although the tendency
appears to be growing weaker, there are many people who distrust
any movement or change that threatens to disrupt the normal
status of their existence. Gilbert was one of this type,
another way in which he proved himself to be Victorian, and we
have seen evidence of this feeling in the opera "Patience".
The method that he chose to rid himself and. his country of a
trying object was to laugh it out of existence, often a much
more effective means than force. The idea which appears over
and over again in many different forms in the Gilbert and
Sullivan series is the equality of men. To Gilbert, equality
rz
z
was just another "new fangled” idea, and whether in politics,
love
’ 0 •’ war
’
]ie intended to show that it was merely a subject
x0r ridicule "by making it an integral part of the life in
Topsy-turveydom. The operas in which the idea of equality
occurs have been previously mentioned, but it is interesting to
note tne way in which Gilbert developed the theme. "The
Sorcerer' was the first opera in which he expressed his
opinions on the subject. Here Alexis encourages marriage on
the ground s Ox mutual love rather than on those of rank and
social position. An excellent suggestion, one might think at
first glance, and one that shows a strong sense of fairness.
But this is Gilbert and Sullivan opera, and before one realizes
that the jester is laughing up his sleeve, the drasti effects
of equality in love are apparent to everyone without the
author’s having said a word. Who can picture the good natured
but socially inferior pew-opener, krs. Partlet, making the
suitable wife for dignified Sir Harmaduke despite the fact she
can confer upon him "the great and priceless dowry of a true,
tender, and lovin’ ’art!'’ And although we laugh at the sight
of the decorous Lady Sangazure tripping after the common
sorcerer, promising to forswear her grammar and help him in
the shop, the idea would be most unpleasant if carried out in
real life. Prom "The Sorcerer" Gilbert carried the idea of
equality into "Pinafore” where Sir Joseph Porter impresses
upon the crew that love levels all ranks, and that the
position of the British seaman is equal to everybody’s but
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his. Again Gilbert allows no objections to be raised, except
by the villain, Dick Deadeye to whom nobody pays attention, and
it is Sir Joseph himself who shows the fallacy of one's
supposing that the ideal could work out when, upon discovering
that Josephine is the daughter of a common sailor, announces
that love does not level the ranks to such a considerable
extent. In "Iolanthe" the id.ea takes on a different form for
the setting is in Fairyland. Instead of looking down upon
members of the lower classes who strive to elevate themselves
socially, or in laughing at the snobbery of the aristocrats,
Gilbert's Peers are quite unlike anyone we have met before as
they implore Phyllis:
Spurn not the nobly born
With love affected,
Uor treat with virtuous scorn
The well-connected.
High rank involves no shame -
We boast an equal claim
With him of humble name
To be respected!
One must keep in mind, however, that this is Topsy-turveydomi
Equality of the masses is next brought out clearly in "Hie
Gondoliers", for while Gilbert could not refrain from an
occasional jibe at the subject, he was careful not to overwork
it. In America there is more stress laid on the id.ea of
equality than there was in Gilbert's England, but even we can
see the unhappy possibility that might occur when it is carried
to an extreme. Gilbert, perhaps, would be a useful weapon
against communism. The Republican ideas that llarco and Giusepp
put into practice are not wholly satisfactory. Gilbert launche
'
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his plan by showing the kind of government preferred by these
two men on the street, for while he tells us they are Venetian
gondoliers, we know that they are also London laborers,
Giu. T can conceive of a kind of king - an ideal king -
the creature of my fancy, you know - who would be absolutely
unobjectionable. A king, for instance, who would abolish taxes,
and make everything cheap, exceot gondolas.
Mar, And give a great many free entertainments to the
gondoliers -
Giu. And give off fireworks on the Grand Canal, and engage
all gondolas for the occasion -
Mar. And scramble money on the Rialto for the gondoliers.
Giu . Such a king would be a blessing to his peonle and if
I were such a king, that is the sort of king I would be.
Close analysis shows that this conversation was not to be
considered entirelv a joke. When the two get into nower, the
situation is very amusing - as long as it remains on the stage.
Lord Chancellors are cheat) as sprats,
And Bishops in their shovel hats
Were plentiful as tabby cats >-
In uoint of fact - too many.
Ambassadors cropped up like hay.
Prime Ministers and such as they
Grew like asuaragus in May
And Dukes were three a penny
.
Gilbert’s method was very clever. Had he preached in a straight
forward manner against the evils of equality and showed what he
considered to be the ill effects, audiences, although they might
have agreed secretly, would have laughed - at him. By employing
satire, however, he managed to overlook any good effects that
equality might have, and because he made the idea appear
ridiculous, neople laughed - with him.
Tn the Gilbert and Sullivan oneras one notes a great many
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similarities, for one idea was often utilized in all its
aspects "by the resourceful author. Perhaps his favorite subject
was the possibility of a mix-up in babies for he has repeated
it several times. The courses of all lives concerned are
changed on the Pinafore when Buttercup reveals that when the
Captain and Ralph Rackstraw were mere infants, she confused
them in their cradles. The manner in which the two grown men
willingly change places is admirable. Luiz, Marco, and Gius-
eppe undergo much the same treatment when their aged nurse
admits that she, too, like Buttercup, substituted a cradle
change whereby the royal heir was not given to the gondolier.
In this case the change proves beneficial to everyone. Although
Frederic was not exchange for another toddler, he also met his
fate at the hands of his nurse who unknowingly apprenticed him
to a pirate instead of a pilot. Infant betrothals were another
of Gilbert’s specialties for we find that Ida was married to
Hilarion at the age of one, Luiz and Casilda also were betrothed
in infancy although they were never aware of the fact, and the
Princess of Monte Carlo was engaged, unfortunate though it may
have been, to the Grand Duke of Pfennig Halbpfennig when but a
mere ’’little doddle doddle", as her father affectionately terms
her. As a breach of promise or divorce was a serious offense,
Gilbert made no attempt to separate the childhood lovers, and,
happily, Fate had a way of providing for them all.
There are other similarities not as outstanding as these
two basic ideas. Ko-Ko, whose scruples do not overwhelm his
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self-adoration, allows Nanki-Poo to marr) Yum-Yum for a month
thinking the arrangement will save his own life and insure his
eventual marriage to Yum-Yum at the same time. Por altogether
different motives, Jack Point permits Elsie Maynard to wed the
condemned Colonel, thinking that after the execution, he
himself will fall heir to Elsie's affection, and, no doubt,
to her legacy, although the latter fact he does not mention.
Both men receive a great shock, however, when the temporary
grooms are reprieved and the marriages have become lasting
contracts. Also similar are qualities in King Gama and the
Mikado. Both interested in the reform of their associates,
Gama confines his eflorts to a verbal chastisement, admitting,
"Each little fault of temper and each social defect in my
erring fellow creatures I endeavor to correct." The Mixado,
who has resolved to "try a plan whereby young men might best
be steadied," is less tolerant, however, and condemns to death
those who socially meet with his disapproval.
As does every writer, Gilbert has a style all his own
which constitutes the greatest point of similarity between the
fourteen operas of the series. His outstanding leature is a
dexterity at handling words that is unsurpassed. Seemingly
familiar with almost every rhythm and conceit known to the
English language, he is able to combine his meaning with a
skillful metrical arrangement in such a clever manner that
neither loses its force. His sense of rhythm is perfection
unchallenged in both the rollicking patter songs, which sound
.,
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as if they had been composed after many trips to the dictionary,
and the ballads, which are merry or sentimental according to the
situation. His talent at versifying provides an excellent
outlet for the ingenious wit which might have been responsible
for making him many more enemies had it not been for the
rhythmical settings. One of the most bitter examples of satire
on English life occurs in "Utopia" when the king explains to
his subjects:
Society has quite forsaken all her wicked courses
Which empties our police courts, and abolishes divorces.
Chorus .Divorce is nearly obsolete in England.
King. No Peeress at our Drawing-Room before the Presence passes
Who wouldn't be accepted by the lower-middle classes
Each shady dame, whatever be her rank, is bowed out
neatly
.
Chorus . Tn short, this happy country has been Anglicized
completely l
King . Our peerage we've remodelled on an intellectual basis,
Which certainly is rough on our hereditary races -
Chorus .We are going to remodel it in England.
King . Who knows but we may count among our intellectual
chickens,
Like you, an Earl of Thackeray and p'raps a Duke of
Dickens -
Lord Eildes and Viscount Millais (when they come)
we'll welcome sweetly -
Chorus. In short, this happy country has been Anglicized
completely
i
The song is a good example of Gilbert's skill at combining wit
with rhyme, and removing any sharp sting by so doing. His
choice of diction is always smooth and polished, and he
occasionally uses big words for their effect, as for example.
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Ralph Racks traw*s statement that he is "a living ganglion of
irreconcilable antagonisms.” 'Whether regarded as a playwright,
a term which did not please him, a comic writer of burlesque or
a poet, Gilbert had a gift of originality of ideas and a highly
developed talent for expressing them. His sense of humor was
always dignified, and his philosophy was like that of Jack
Point who says, “there is a humor in all things, and the truest
philosophy is that which teaches us to find it and make the
most of it .
”
Gilbert himself was as much a paradox as any of the
characters which he brought to life in tha Savoy Theatre. Tt
has been generally agreed by biographers that at heart he was
a true Victorian, yet among his conflicting ideas one is able
to detect a most un-Victorian attitude that is not too unlike
that of Bernard Shaw although it is much more subdued. With a
prejudice typical of his age, he was very much opposed to any
ponular movement, and disliked and distrusted the reformer.
On the other hand, he was quick to criticize his contemporaries
for their self-complacency and made an attempt to jolt them from
many a Victorian practice. He had a keen sense of patriotism
himself, and yet he laughed at an unreserved and blatant display
of patriotism in others. He had no sympathy for emotions and
demonstrated in his operas a disregard for love as illustrated
by his marriages which are jolly, haphazard affairs. The
occasional lines of true sentiment that appear in the operas
have a ring of sincerity, however, which does not sound
I'
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appropriate to the cold, unimpassioned man that Gilbert
endeavored to appear* For the working man he had little
consideration, "a noble creature when he is quite sober,”
as was typical of the better-off Victorians^ quite to the
contrary, he showed little deference to the man of high
position, and royalty was one of his favorite subjects for
ridicule. This sense of conflict has been noted in his prose
as well, and for the sympathy that he showed the downtrodden,
Gilbert has gained the reputation of being "a creaky bridge
between the sentimentality of Dickens and the sociology of
' 25
Shaw.” Looking back over half a century, we may believe him
to have been a kindly, affectionate, occasionally sentimental
person whose gruff, querulous manner merely served as a
barrier against the society which he ridiculed.
25 Goldberg, The Story of Gilbert and Sullivan, p.280
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Conclusion

The Gilbert and Sullivan operas immediately suggest to
the mind gay rhythms, witticisms, jingles, and melodious
laughter which provide all ages with a program of fine
entert ' . of
•
The little people w3 o ship racefully through
the parts are still appealing to audiences today, "or although
c vis toms and courtesies may change and the satire contained in
the lines has lost much of its sting, human nature remains
consistently complex and there are no more enjoyable character
to meet than Major-General Stanley, Little buttercup, Pooh-
Bah, or Jack Point. In my opinion, the operas have ... n 1-
contested place in the English theater, t*or while superficial!
they are airy and gay, one finds that many times underneath
the colorful masks they come very close to the truth. Life
in the operas is viewed from a topsy-turvey angle, but it is
not difficult to discern strong similarities between their
upside-down world and our own. Absurd as they nay be, there
is sometl in
;
life-like and underst md le in the situations,
and the manner in which they are set to music is unequalled in
e field of comic opera. To me
,
the gaily decorated phil-
osophy in the lines which never grows old is the cause of the
present universal appeal of the Gilbert and Sullivan operas,
and I believe it will be a lasting one as long as people can
laugh and sing.
As far as a place in literature is concerned, the operas
have been considered "a survival of the Go iedy of Manners and
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a forerunner of the Drama of Ideas, 11 Appearing at a time
'"hen the stage was in somewhat of a rut, so to speak, they
replaced the more vulgar slapstick comedy with 'Thole some
humor and clever satire, and laughed at the too sweet
sentimentalism in their flights to Topsy- 1urveyd ora# hot
only did the operas cause a revival of interest in the
theater, hut they made it an acceptable diversion for the
most decorous, for there were still those in the Victorian
era to whom anything connected with the stage was of question-
able virtue. Looking forward to authors following Gil' ert,
one notices various points o^ similarity in their writings,
James Barrie, for example, reverts to fantasy in many of his
settings, although admittedly he stays nearer to earth than
does Gilbert, Lore like the latter, even in personality,
is George Bernard Shaw whose social criticism has aroused
much attention in the twentieth century. He, too, defies
convention and satirizes the society in which he lives,
although in a different manner. His characters are more
life-like than those of Gilbert, but like the Reverend
James Lorell in "Candida", for example, they often exemplify
undesirable qualities in a satiric manner. There is more
of the reformist in Shaw
,
however, and his preaching is more
direct. Gilbert tends to show a certain amount of sympathy
for the underdog, although not for the working-man, which
5 A.H. Godwin, A Critical Appreciation o '" the
motion by G.H. Chest ert onK 33. P. Dutton and Company( in
Hew Gork.l?'
, P«5fl
Savoy Operas

is somewhat like John Galsworthy, not carried to such an
extreme. le is not as outstanding in any one of the qualities
as the three individual authors, hut nevertheless, he may
well have "been their predecessor.
The operas have another value in that they enable us to
see objectively the Victorian age from a subjective viewpoint,
for Gilbert’s criticism o " his country's customs was friendly
but to the point. Many of the habits at which he scoffed
were actually in need of revision, although Gilbert himself
would have been the first to prev nt an outsider from making
3uch a suggestion. G. K. Chesterton sums it up by saying:
" There was nothing more subtly false in the Victorian’s
conception of success than a certain conception of the Elect
who were above temptation. There was a queer sort of cheery
Calvinism in it; a sort of jovial predestination. Certain
social types. . .were regarded, not as heroes who had overcome
the baser passions, but as rods who could never have keen
27
touched by them. 1 ’ To rectify such peculiarities of his
country-men, Gilbert offered common sense, and there were
many who saw its value even through their laughter. His
aim was, not to reform society, but to improve it by pointing
out its weaknesses, and because he was a member of this same
societjr himself, -e get a clearer picture of the age from
his helpful but satiric criticism than we would from merely
a passive observer's critical report.
27 Godwin, (introduction by r.K. Chesterton), pp.x-xi.

Because of the fact that the Gilbert and Sullivan operas
were responsible for the birth of a flourishing period in
English comic opera, and have provided the stages of all
countries with a type of entertainment suitable "or dl
members of the family * because they have been a small but
necessary stepping-stone to a new age in literature, and
because they are sincere representatives of the period in
which they lived* I believe the position v/3 ich they have
attained in English literary and musical circles will not
be easily displaced in t] e years to co e*



firstAudiences of the late nineteenth century were at
disappointed with the type of conic opera presented to them
by 7i lliarn. 3. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan, an author and
composer whose separate works before their collaboration had
attracted only slight attention. Gilbert, whose Bab Ballads
had delighted the readers of "Bun” for several years previous
to his turning to writing for the stage, having had experience
with the slapstick and sentimental types of comedy to which
the public were accustomed, decided to present a more refined
type of humor, and his efforts were greatly aided by Sullivan,
ose music was re:fr 3 Lngly original after the long run of
“french operettas. It was not long be 'ore the public came to
realize the value of their English operas, however, and
responded f< ‘ably to the clever tunes and ics.
In 1831, after the production of several successful operas
including the ever popular "H.II.S. Pinafore’*
,
the company,
under the management of Richard D f Oyly Carte, moved to the
Savoy Theatre which was to become the permanent le of the
Gilbert and Sullivan series. Three of the leading players
were Miss Jessie Bond, George Gros smith, and Rutland Barrin -
ton, whose outstanding peri::- - c s 1 r ought fame to many of the
rts f] ich they played. The Savoy became the see . many
gala evenings where royalty watched Sir Arthur conduct the
orchestra, while backstage
the company "or the perfect presentations.
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It was Gilbert also who was the predominant partner,
although he did all in his power to please Sullivan, and
inspired the young musician to write the songs which made him
famous . Easy-going, gentle
,
and somewhat dreamy, Sullivan
"began to take offense at the chaffing remarks of Gilbert as
the partnership continued, for the latter’s aanner was out-
wardly brusque and sarcastic. he first open disagreement
"between the two occurred "before the production of their greatest
masterpiece, ” The Mikado'S the opera which gained for them
international fame. One of Gilbert’s "best creations of char-
acter appeared in "The Mikado" as Pooh- ah, the hypocritical
pluralist, and Sullivan’s music was unequalled by anything he
had written while in collaboration.
The name "Gilbert and Sullivan" 'was well-known in comic
opera by this time, and it was rith ’’eat disappointment that
Savoy audiences learned a few years later that the author and
composer had broken off entirely their relationship after the
production of "The Gondoliers", their last successful opera.
Supposedly responsible for the breakup was Gilbert’s refusal
to pa3r for a new carpet installed in the Savo 3^ Theatre by
D’CbfLy Carte. After making a stumly of the relationship of the
three men, however, one realizes that the "carpet incident",
as it became known in theatrical circles, was only a super-
ficial cause of the argument. Per several 3^ears Sullivan had
been discontented with his part in go .tic opera and had want ec
to do more serious work, while Gilbert, who had tried hard to

satisfy him, resented his constant siding with Carte on matters
of importance. A few drears later after Carte’s intervention,
however, the two agreed to write once more. Their next pro-
duction together was not long-lived, although the public was
happy to see them reunited, and it was with very little spirit
that they began work on their fourteenth and last opera. " The
Grand Duke . 1 Its immediate failure caused the final dissolution
of the partnership. Although their friendship was renewed by
mail some years later, Gilbert and Sullivan never saw each
other again, and their separation marked the end of a historic
period in English comic opera.
Aside from the rhythmical perfection of Gilbert’s writing
'kich constituted the strongest point of similarity between
the operas, tie operas were most noted :"or their satire :hich
was directed at conventions of the period. favorite subjects
for ridicule included politics, popular movements, aristocracy,
and various national idiosyncrasies . Contrary to popular
opinion, the operas were not responsible for any -"eat c nges
in the lives of individuals who were the victims of the good-
liller; . f.H, Smith, 'first Lord of the Admiralty,
became known as "Pinafore" Smith after Savoy audiences "irst
met Sir Joseph Porter, who, similar to Smith, had never been to
sea, and Oscar 'Tilde and Algernon Swinburne continued to lose
popularity in 'England after Gilbert came out with "Patience",
a satire on aestheticism, but in both cases the operas had no
serious effects
.*
*
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As a representative of an ape of transition, Gilbert was
a good example "because of the conflict in his own nature which
in his wri • treated the young worn
operas with decorum, out, on the of: er hand, locked at the
older ones 'horn he presented in constant search of husbands.
While some of the male characters expressed his own opinions
on common sense, the majority of them wer rd, altl
at the same time they may have possessed many human qualities.
Gilbert avoid d over-sentimentality in the operas and ridiculed
any display of emotion, yet some of the more tender "ballads
contradicted this veneer of cynicism. Mis treatment of equality
of the masses was amusingly antagonistic, and in several of the
eras he attempted to prove the ludicrousness of the idea.
Seemingly at odds with himself and with society, Gilbert’s was
a battle of temperament and intelligence
,
the former influencipg
him to conform, the latter urging him to forge ahead.
In my opinion the value
although they compose a unit
literature and music. They
for future writers although
of the Gilbert and Sullivan operas,
by themselves, is evident in both
heralded a new era in literature
they were not actually a part of it,
and, as well, t! ey helped to emancipate the English stage 1th
a higher type of entertainment which is still appealj ay.
One of their greatest merits is that they accomplished the aim
of making their country aware of its weaknesses in an agreeable
manner, thus substantiating the opinion of biographer Gdel
Shepard, -ho says:
,.
"The really dangerous ills that afflict mankind, the
really deadly sins such as hatred and cruelty and pretense
,-,nd false pride, can not stand in the face of laughter.
Prohibitionists, if they knew their job, would begin by pro-
hibiting Gilbert and Sullivan. So, for that matter, would
evangelists, patrioteers, munitions rakers, dictators, and.
all other criminals in general. Against Gilbert and Sullivan
there is no hope .because a laugh can find a way ..'here bullets
9oOQ
can not go."
20 "A Savoyard Chaplet"
,
fesleyan University Library,
Middletown, Connecticut, 1937, p.24.
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